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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In this disertatioD/ we present a phonological 
analysis of Bihar Urdu, aS' spoken in the historical city 
of Gaya. This analysis is made in terms of the phonological 
principles of Form-Content Linguistics, 
In Section-A/ we deal with the field procedures 
adopted for the collection of data, analysed in this 
dissertation. In Section-B, we briefly present historical 
setting of Gaya Urdu, In Section-C/ we provide theoretical 
background for the phonological research undertaken here, 
in Section-D, we specify the scope of analysis. 
3ection-AtField Procedures 
No research is possible without dat©^ Latoc-collec-
tion is a very important and primary step of any kind of 
research. Datcn^  collection for the present study has been 
based on field work which is also known as field linguistics 
(Samarin; 1967:1). Field Linguistics is a very broad term 
and does not only concern with- the collection of the datOL 
but also deals with the handling and analysis of the data. 
So, the two main tasks accompliarhed for the present study v/ere 
Al. Collection of the Dato. 
The entire process invloved in the collection of 
data, for the proposed phonological problem can further be 
divided into twoi 
Al (a) Selection of the Informaiits-
In order to get dates-for the phonological analysis 
of Gaya Urdu, we need informants. By informants we mean 
here the native speakers of Gaya Urdu. The informants are 
ones who furnish us with samples of language, either as 
repetition of what has already been stt-td or as creations 
of what somebody might say (Samarin; 1967:20), Informant 
also explains how the utterances were used or what they 
meant. 
The informants selected for the present data, 
were mainly women workers (artisans or skilled labourers) 
belonging to the lower strata of the Urdu speaking community 
They were four in number having different kinds of skill. 
Thus, they made us able to get a large number of monosyllabic 
words belonging to different areas. Of the four informants, 
three were women and only one was of the opposite sex. 
They were older people with the exception of one. That 
informant/ a v;oman, was not so old but experienced enough 
to furnish the required data for the present study. The 
names of the informants with their respective ages are given 
below: 
Name Age 
Zebunnisa (ZN) 45 years 
Moina Khatoon (MK) 50 years 
Akbari Khatoon (AK) 27 years 
Mohammad Hussain (l-IH) 50 years 
For the present study only illiterate persons were 
3 
selected as informants. None of them was formally educated. 
To make it clear/ a few of them had basic informal education 
like they knew Urdu alphabet and how to read the holy Quran 
-fhey all were the representatives of the lower social class 
in terms of income/ occupation, cultural possession and 
intellectual stimulation. They could not afford radiO/ 
television etc. 
The informants belonged to the four different 
Urdu speaking Muslim Mohallas of the city of Gaya, All of 
them have been born in Gaya, thus speak Gaya dialect of 
Bihar Urdu whicli is spoken in and aroxind Gaya. None of the 
informants has ever been away from Gaya, 
All four of thoinformants possessed clear and 
audible voices and clear pronunciation as well. They all 
were linguistically lonsophisticated, 
A|(b) Data-collection 
Whatever data we present in this dissertation iias 
been obtained through the informants selected for this 
and 
purpose only/not by anybody else or from anywhere else. 
Further/ the data-collection was based on face-to-face 
interviews with informants for hours. 
The data collected can be divided into two I 
(i) Non-Selective Collection of Data: In the beginning, all 
kinds of words, phrases and sentences were collected (without 
any preparation of word-lists etc,J by observing speech 
anonymously, 
(ii) Selective Collection of Data: Selective collection was 
made of monosyllabic words only. This was accomplished in 
two ways. Firstly/ by using monosyllabic entires in J.T, 
Platts' Dictionary as a guide to possible v/ords in Gaya 
Urdu. Secondly/ by keeping in view the potential slots in . 
the graph based on combination of all theihonological 
unitS/ plotted both vertically and horizontally/ for actual 
realizations of the word. Care was thus taken to ensure an 
exhaustive list of monosyllabic combination of the phonological 
units. 
During elicitation of the data every phonetic 
detail of the sounds of Gaya Urdu was taken into account. 
Data was recorded in phonetic transcription. 
Being a native Urdu speaker and hailing from Gaya^ 
a region where Urdu occupies a predominant position in terms of 
its speakers, it was easier for me, an an interviewer to 
conduct the study and get the exact data from the native 
speakers of Gaya Urdu, 
A2 Analysis of the Data: 
Analysis of the data is based on: 
A2 (a)Qualitative validation 
A2(b) Quantitative validation 
Section-B: Historical Setting of Gaya Urdu 
The results of the present phonological analysis 
should be seen in the light of the nature of Gaya Urdu. 
Before talking about the Gaya Urdu/ we may say 
a few words about the city of Gaya. Gaya is one of the 
greatest places of pilgrimage in India and has special 
sanctity in the eyes of Hindus, It is also know* as the 
land of Buddha, The history of the city of Gaya is also 
connected with that of Buddhism, 
Muslims of Gaya as elsewhere else in Bihar, speak 
Urdu, Of the total population of 3,134,175 in 1981 of Gaya 
the Muslims are '328,015 in nuinoer. That is, they form 
10,64% of the total population. This percentage is relatively 
more numerous here than any of the adjoining districts, 
except Patna. Considering the ancient history of Gaya, this 
numerically strung position of Muslims apperas to be due 
to the rule and settlement of Muslim generals and their 
follov/ers, Daud Khan, one of Aurangzeb's generals, and 
noted military adventurers Namdar Khan and Kamqar Khan 
are among those who exercised power over Gaya and its 
adjoining areas for a considerable period (from 16th to 
18th century,) This appears to be the period when Gaya Urdu 
really flourished. 
Before the advent of the Muslim generals, soldiers 
and Mughal nobles, Gaya Urdu was the possession of the 
people who were mostly Muslims, less in number and influenced 
by the regional dialect 'Mo^ gftW-f, Pij<»>.3«.iu.^  used by Hindus 
in mar^ ority was the dominant speech of that period. It 
should also be taken into account that Magahi too was under 
the influence of Budflhist speech to some extent. Thus, the 
Urdu of that time spoken in Gaya was a mixture of both 
Magahi and the speech of Buddhist canon. 
Although, the influence of Magahi is not s>a great now 
on bhe Urc^ u of upper class J^elonging to Gaya, it is still 
significant in the Urdu of lower class v/ho mostly represent 
the people converted during the Muslim rule. 
• ; -
* 
Section-C: Theoretical Backgrotand 
The phonological analysis of Gaya Urdu presented in the 
dissertation is based on the phonological principles of 
Form-Content Linguistics, Although the seed of this linguistic 
theory can be seen in the work of Ferdinand de Saussure, it 
has been developed by Professor William Diver of Col\imbia 
University. For his phonological theory/ Professor Diver has 
also been influenced by Professor Andre Martinet. But even the 
phonological theory in its present form/ is fully developed at 
Columbia University. A brief account of this phonological 
theory is given below in four sections. Section-Cl presents the 
orienting-principles for phonological analysis. Section-C2 
deals v/ith phonological/^grammatical linguistic units. 
3ection-C3 deals'with "double articulation" of language, to 
distinguish phonology from grammar. Section-C4 deals with 
substance and value in linguistic analysis. 
Ftn. For a theoretical discussion here and elsewhere in the 
dissertation, we have taken the liberty to incorporate 
ideas from both the p\±>lished and unpublished works of 
Professor William Diver, But in view of extensive inco^ 
flfporation of his ideas in pieces, often it has been 
possible to give proper references. VJe are indebted to him 
for using his concept throughout the dissertation. But, 
by no means does it imply that Professor Diver is 
responsible for any misrepresentation of his ideas in 
the present work. 
Section -CIJ Orientations 
There are five orientingxprinciples for the phonological 
theory introduced here. The phonological analysis of a 
language (or a dialect) must be motivated by all the 
five principles. 
Cl(a)Physiological Mechanism 
Signals of language are produced by a particular 
mechanism, the vocal tract. 
CI (b) Communication 
Language is a particular instance of a system of 
communication, and like other systems of communication,, it 
indicates meanings, by means of signals. 
CI (c) Human Behaviour 
Language is a particular instance of human behaviour . Humans seek 
a minimax solution between accomplishm«nt and effort. 
CI (d) Acoustic Medium 
Language signals are transmitted through a particular 
meditjm, the acoustic. 
CI (e) Vision 
Language is an instance of the articulation of those organs 
that can be observed visually. 
Following fbinn-6Dntent Linguistics, we can say that-
(i) Phonology is a particular instance of the 
utilization (as a sound-producing mechanism) of 
the physiological characteristics, 
(ii) Phonology is to be regarded as a particular 
instance of vehicle of communication, 
(iii) Phonology is to be regarded as a particularR 
instance of the learning capacity of humans. 
(Iv) Phonology is to be regarded as a particular 
instance of acoustics, 
(v) Phonology is a particular instance of vision. 
Of the five orientations, presented above for the 
phonology of a langjaage, only i two is relevant for the grammar 
of that language. The dual orientation for grammer is-
6ommunication and Human Behaviour. 
Section- C2: Linguistic Units 
After introducing the orientations or orienting-principles for 
the phonological and grammatical analysis of a language , the 
I£> 
units which are found in a language namely phonolofical units 
and signal-meaning units (or signes). 
Phonological units are basic units of phonology. Signes are 
the basic units of ^raimiar. The phonological theory deals with the 
postulation and the explanation of the phonological units or the 
articulatory gestures. The graraatical theory, on the other hand/ 
deals with the postulation and explanation of signal-meaning units 
(signes). 
While all the five orientations, discussed in Section-C2 play a 
role in the makeup and non-random distribution of phonologico-i 
units, only two are utilized by the signes in their establishment 
and non-random distributions. That is, all the articulatory 
characteristics of the phonological units and their distribution 
within the word are motivated by all thie, orientation^. The motivation fox 
constructing signes as the basic unit of grammar comes from only 
Communication and Human Behavior. 
Sectlon-C3: Double Articulation of a Language 
The articulation of language is manifested djn two 
different planes. Each of the signal meaning units which 
emerges, from a first • articulation' is articulated in its 
turn into phonological units. 
Ql 
The obvious advantage of double articulation ±s ±j£3 
economy. The first articulation is economical in the sense 
that with a few thousand of fairly unspecific signes, it 
was possible to shape an infinity of different communications. 
In the same way, the second articulation is economical since 
only a few dozen phonological units combine and keep distinct 
all the signes we need. 
Thus, first articulation is related with grammar whereas 
second articulation will come under phonology. 
Andre Martinet fully developed the concept of 
* double articulation"'. 
In consequence of the double articulation the general 
theory is divided into two* [phonology and Grammar. The phonology 
explains the non-random distribution of articulatory gestures 
in the formation of morphological signals. The grammar explains 
the non-random distribution of morphological signals. 
Section-C4: Qubstance and Value in Linguistic Analysis. 
Both substance and value are important in linguistic 
analysis. In the establishment of the two-linguistic units of 
a language, namely, phonological units and signes^dlscussed 
in Section -u 2)^ substance and value are taken into 
consideration. 
/a 
The phonological units are classified on fe^hi the basis 
of articulators and apertures in terms of Physiological 
Mechanism. That is, the classification of the units in the 
Phonological Grid takes into account their phonetic substance. 
Apart from this, the phonologicaltinits in the Grid also 
show the value interrelationship. 
Similarly, it is both distinctions, or the distinctness 
of the meanings, of the±r number and of their inter-relationship 
as well as the substantive difference of meaning that count in 
establishing ft^inguistic signes. 
Thus, equal weightage is given to suostance and value 
in linguistic analysis. Andre Martinet was first to w6igh substance 
and vale on equal seiiiles . Before him, «ibher only substance or only 
value was con^^sidered in l»inguistic analysis, Indo-rEuropeanists 
did all their analysis on the basis of substance al^ -vifi. As a reaction t 
to this , ^ aussure introduced the concept of '^  vilue" in 
gramatical analysis. H^ highlighted the importance of value at the 
expense of substance. 
It must be noted here that value relationship earlier 
used in grammatical analysis by ^ ussure was incorporated 
in phonologicfld worlts by Prague School. Their paradigmatic axis 
in phonology is based on Saussurs^associative relationship. 
3^ 
Section-D; Scope of the Study 
The present phonological analysis of Gaya Urdu is 
limited in scope both in the utilization of data and in the 
application of orienting principles for phonology. The data 
utilized in the illustrative examples and in the frequency counts 
is limited to only monosyllabic words in Gaya Urdu. Only 
occasionally some polysyllabic words collected randomly during 
the field work, have been included in our illustraticjn. 
As uo have s lown in the theoretical background (Section-C 
above), phonological analysis of a language(or dialectX is to 
be made in terms of five orienting principles (Physiological 
Mechanism, Commianication, Human Behavior, Acoustic Medium, 
Vision)• The present phonological analysis is fully subjected 
to only one orienting principle, namely, the communication. 
Partially, the phonological analysis is also carried out from 
the standpoint of Physiological Mechanism, But, none of the 
remaining thvee orientations have been made use' lof for a 
complete phonological analysis of the Phonology of Bihar Urdu 
(as. 'Spoken in Gaya) will be taken up in our doctoral research. 
l'^ 
CHAPTER I : ROLE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISM IN THE 
MAKEUP OF GAYA PHONOLOGICAL UNITS 
As the title indicates, this chapter is restricted 
to the role of Physiological Mechanism in the makeup of the 
Phonological units of Gaya Urdu, Other aspects of Gaya 
jiionology motivited by the Physiological Mechanism are not 
treated here; the physiological base of Gaya Phonology will be 
presented, in its entirety, in the siibsequent pesearch for our 
doctoral thesis. 
The phonological units are mainly established with 
the help of phonemic contrast through minimal pairs and 
subminimal pairs (Cf. CHAPTER II: ROLE OF COMMUNICATION IN 
GAYA PHONOLOGY). In that sense, these units seem to be no 
different from the traditional 'phonemes', This apparent 
similarity is also apparently evident from the Phonological 
Grid (Diagram 1-3), where all the phonological units are given, 
For, despite the difference in terminology, the Phonological 
Grid looks very much like the 'Phonemic Inventory' of the 
American Structuralists that includes all the phonemes of a 
language. 
It may, however, be emphasized at the very outset 
that the Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu to be dealt with in 
this chapter, and the 'Phonemic Inventory' presented in 
traditional American phonemics, are basically different. Thus, 
phonemes discovered through minimal pair contrasts or through 
distributional criteria, are collectively listed in the 
'Phonemic Inventory'and are categoiized only for convenience 
of reference in terms of points of articulation/articulators 
and manner of articulation. On the contrary/ the phonological 
units to be presented here^ are established,rwhen in phonetic 
substance they fall on the intersections of the articulators 
and the apertures, the two physiological axes of the vocal 
tract. That is, there is a principle of classification for the 
phonological units behind the Phonological Grid. 
Accordingly, we divide the entire chapter into four 
sections. In Section-A, we discuss the physiological character-
istics of the articulators, which shape and often excite the 
vocal cavity in the production of speech sounds, in Section-B, 
we deal with the vertical closings and openings of the vocal 
tract or with the degrees of aperture. In Section-C, we introduce 
the Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu in terms of- the two variables 
i.e. articulators and apertures. The chapter ends with 
concludina remarks in Section+D, 
Section-A ; Articulators 
In this section, we will be discussing the physiolo-
gical characteristics of the articulators with a view to 
determining their-role in the production of speech sounds. 
In the Phonemic Inventory of the traditional structural 
linguistics, consonants are named on the basis of their points 
of articulation, such as 'dentals', 'velars' etc. In contrast, 
vowels get their names from the articulators they are produced 
by, such as 'front vowels', 'back vowels' etc. But here, in 
the Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu, both consonants and vowels 
are classified on the basis of the articulators. For, the 
articulators are the mobile organs of the vocal tract and are 
manipulated to affect the production of speech sounds. It is 
these mobile organs that shape aad generally excite the cavity. 
In contradistinction to the articulators, the points of 
articulation play only a passive role, in that they may be 
touched, or an approximation may be made toward them, by the 
approaching articulator. 
In view of the above, we need to pry into the 
physiological makeup and characteristics of the various 
articulators that play an active role in the production of 
speech sounds. 
The four articulators, or the mobile organs of the 
vocal tract, are the lower lip, the tongue, the velum and the 
larynx, which we will be taking up one by one in the following 
subsections. 
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Diagram I-l: Vocal Tract with Articulators and their 
L'oints of Articulation. 
/S' 
For convenience of reference, the four articulators 
that shape and excite the vocal cavity in speech production/ 
in association with the various points of articulation, are 
shown in Dialgram I-l. 
Al. The Lower Lip 
The lips are complex muscular structures composed 
of fibres from a number of the facial muscles joined 
together in a band of girdle, surrounding the opening of the 
mouth(Heffner, 1950: 37). Of the two lips, it is the lower 
lip which is more movable, because it is attached to the lower 
jaw, which is the only movable bone of the face. 
The lower lip articulates against the upper lip and 
the edges of the upper teeth. The lower lip may form a 
complete closure of the oral passage by being pressed firmly 
or loosely against the upper lip. On the contrary, there 
cannot be such a complete closure, when the lower lip articula-
tes against the edges of the upper teeth, the surface of which 
is perforated. 
It may be noted here that when the lower lip forms 
complete closure with the upper lip, it is ideally suited for 
producing the phonological units at aperture-zero, traditionally 
knov/n as 'stops'. But, as the lower lip does not form complete 
closure with the edges of the upper teeth, it is only suitable 
for the units on aperture~l, traditionally called 'fricatives' 
(Cf. Diagram 1-3) 
/? 
The Upper Lip as an Articulator: 
As pointed out in the preceding paragraphs, the 
upper lip is merely a point of articulation for labial 
'stops* and labial 'fricatives' produced by the lower lip 
as the articulator* In other v/ords, the upper lip plays the 
passive role of a contact point in the production of speech 
sounds associated with constriction (apertures—JZJ through 2), 
In the production of labial sounds at larger 
apertures (3 through 8) or at the openings, the situation, 
however, chacrges. In the production of labio-dorsal semi-
vowel (w) and labio-dorsal vowels (u;, o: etc.), both the 
lower lip and the upper lip are rounded and protruded in the 
shaping of the oral cavity. Thus, for these sounds of 
openings, the upper lip acts as an articulator, 
A2 The Tongue 
The tongue, when at rest, occupies the floor of 
the mouth. It is the premier articulator in the production 
of the speech sounds. For, most of the sounds are produced 
as a consequence of the movement of the different parts of 
the tongue. In view of the non-uniform physiological makeup 
of the tongue, we may divide it into five parts; this 
division is taken up in subsection A2(a) below. The hierarchy 
of the tongue parts is presented afterwords in A2(b). In 
A2(c), we propose de fecto placement of labium on the scale 
of mobility for the tongue. In A2(d), we discuss the size. 
2.0 
shape, and mass of the tongue parts. The articulation of apex 
against various points of articulation is taken up in A2(e). 
A2 (a). Parts' of • the Tongue 
As stated abx?ve/ the tongue may be divided into five 
parts: the apex, the front dorsum, the mid dorsum, the back 
dorsum and the root. 
(i) Apex; The extrimity of the tongue is called the apex 
or the tip and is very flexible. It moves freely and can be 
made to assume a variety of positions. 
(ii) Front Dorsum: The part of the tongue which normally 
lies opposite the hard palate, is traditionally called 
•front' or'medium'. Here we are using the term front dorsum 
for this portion of the tongue. 
(iii) Mid Dorsum: The part of the tongue which lies behind the 
front dorsum and falls under the pre-velum, is known as 
mid dorsum. 
(iv) Back Dorsum: The part of the tongue which falls between 
the root of the tongue and the mid dorsum, and which lies 
oppositfe the post-velum, is known as back dorsum. 
(v) Root: The base of the tongue from which the tongue 
starts is known as root of the tongue. 
The five parts of the tongue described aoove, may be 
reduced to three broad divisions: The apex, the three-part 
dorsum, and the root. It is worth noting;that the Hindu 
XI 
phoneticians in ancient India also divided the tongue/ into 
three broad areas of the type proposed here. The three areas 
are: The jihvamula/root of the tongue/ the jihva-madhya 
'middle of the tongue' and the Jihvagra tip of the tongue. 
(Allen; 1965J/^} 
A2(b) Hierarchy of Mobility for Parts of the Tongue 
The body of the tongue is a complex structure,v/ith 
t 
muscles (Heffner; 1950: 32), The tongue is extremely mobile, 
especially the apex of the tongue. Apex is not only the most 
mobile portion of the tongue, but it is also the most mobile 
articulator among the supraglottal organs. The musculature 
of the front dorsum is more closely associated with that of 
both the apex and the mid-back dorsum than are the musculatures 
of those two with each other. As a consequence, the apex and 
the mid-back dorsum are more free to move than is the front 
dorsum. Moreover, the apex is at the free end; hence it is 
free to move in almost every direction of the oral cavity, 
whereas the rest of the tongue, particularly the front dorsum 
is not so free. Due to this, the apex stands at the top on the 
scale of mobility. Then come the mid-back dorsum, the front 
dorsum and the root, in the decreasing order of mobility. 
The relatively higher or lower mobility of the various 
parts of the tongue is shown in Diagram 1-2. 
A2 (c), De fecto Placement of Labium on the Scale of Mobility 
f or the Tongue 
As shown in the preceding section, the hierarchy of 
%1-
Apex Most Mobile 
Mid-Back Dorsum More Mobile 
Front Dorsum- Less Mobile 
Root Least Mobile 
Diagram 1-2: Scale of Mobility for the Tongue Parts 
Z3 
mobility is limited to tongue parts; the other supraglottal 
articulators (labium and velum) are not compared with the 
tongue parts in terms of mobility. As the lower lip plays 
an important role in the production of speech sounds and 
is quite mobile, it may be of some worth to attempt a 
de fecto placement of labium on the scale of mobility for 
the tongue. Given the musculature of the lower lip and the 
mobility of the lower Jaw, we can safely say that the labium 
would definitely be placed below the apex and above the 
front dorsum. Furthermore, in all likelihood the labium 
would occupy a place somewhere around mid-back dorsum of the 
tongue in terms of the hierarchy of mobility, 
A2 (d) , Size, Shape, and Mass of the Tongue Parts 
In Section A2(b) above, we dealt with the varying 
degrees of mobility that can be associated with the 
various parts of the tongue. This we did on the basis of 
musculature, without reference to the size, shape and mass 
of the tongue parts, all three' of which have a bearing on 
the graded mobility of the tongue parts. Furthermore, the 
size, shape and mass of the various parts of the tongue play 
a significant role in the shaping and often in the excitation 
of the vocal cavity. It is, therefore, worthwhile to 
characterize the tongue parts in terms of the three factors 
in this section. 
The apex, of the tongue is thin(with less mass), 
narrow in size, and triangular in shape. As a result, the 
av 
apex has very little weight. These physiological 
characteristics make the apex most mobile of all the 
tongue-parts. 
The physiological makeup of the apex has its 
repurcussion on the production of speech soundstWith it-
shape/ and aize and mass, it cannot shape the respnatiViQ 
cavity that is required for the production of 'vowels', 
or the phonological units with larger apertures. 
Notwithstanding the above, the apex, due to its 
high level of mobility/ is most suited than any other 
supraglottal articulators, to produce a greater number of 
'consonants' or the phonological units at smaller apertures. 
In contradistinction to the apeX/ the. front dorsum/ 
the mid dorsum and the back dorsum are thiol; (with greater 
mass) wide in size and rectangular in shape. The physiological 
makeup of the three-part dorsum makes it ideally suited 
to shape and control the resonating cavity needed for the 
production of 'vowels', or the phonological units v;ith 
larger apertures. 
At the same t^ne, the three parts of the dorsum 
are mobile enough to come in contact v/^ ith the adjacent points 
of articulation to produce 'consonants', i.e. the phonological 
units with smaller apertures. 
So far, we have characterized the apex and the 
three-part dorsum in terms of shape/ size and mass. At the 
end/ we may say a word about the root of the tongue. 
It may be noted that the root of the tongi.e is 
somewhat similar to the dorsum in size/ shape arid mass. 
:2_.b> 
For the root is wide, rectangular and massy. However, 
unlike dorsum and apex, the root is tied to the base and 
acts as a hilt for the entire tongue. This physiological 
makeup of the root makes it least mobile of all the articu-
lators. No surprfl^ se that the root is the least used organ 
in the production of speech sounds. It is associated v/ith 
the production of uvular jR and q in some languages. 
A2(e). Apex and the Multiple Points of Articulation 
In Section A2 (b), vre placed apex on top of the 
scale of mobility for the various points of the tongue 
(Diagram 1-2). In Section A2(d), we compared the three-part 
dorsum with the apex in terms of size, shape and mass, with 
a viev/ to showing the physiological compatibility of the 
dorsum for producing both the 'vov/els'and 'consonants' and 
the physiological restriction of the apex to produce only 
the consonants. 
It may, therefore, be appropriate now to examine 
the consequences of the high mobility of apex, v;ith a view 
to highlighting its role in the production of speech sounds, 
As was hinted in the preceding section, the three-
part dorsum and the root of the tongue come in contact with 
only the adjacent points of articulation. Thus, the three-
part dorsum approached the palate ('hard' and 'soft', or 
'velum'), root is associated with the uvula. That is, each 
articulator has only one point of articulation* The only 
articulator With two points of articulation is the lov/er 
2.4> 
lip, which can hit both the upper lip and the edges of the 
upper teeth (Cf. Section Al). 
Of all the articulators/ it is, however, only the 
apex that has multiple points of articulation. This is due 
to the extreme mobility and the pointed, knife-edged 
physique of the apex, that enables it to move freely in 
the length and breadth of vocal cavity. As expected, 
therefore, the apex may articulate against at least four 
different points of articulation, namely, in between the 
teeth, against the inner side of the upper teeth, alveolar 
ridge, and hard palate. 
As a result, the apex plays an important role in 
-the production of speech sounds. As a matter-of-fact, more 
than one series of consonants can be produced by apex in 
a single language. Thus, Urdu has an apico->dental series 
and apico-^palatal ('retroflex') series whereas English has 
an interdental series and an alveolar series. 
Reference for consonants produced by the apex, is 
also manifested in their more frequent use, than those of 
other types of consonants, in the glossary of a language, 
(Cf, Diver; 1979 : 177-178) 
The role of the apex in the production of speech 
sounds was fully appreciated by the Hindu phoneticians in 
ancient India, In fact, they appropriately associated the 
tip of the tongue with Sarasvati, the goddess of speech, 
(Allen; 1965:6). 
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A3. The velum 
Continuous with the hard palate and behind it 
is the soft palate or velum. This is a movable fold hung 
from the back edges of the hard palate and terminating in 
the posterior pillars of the fauces or the pharyngopalatine 
arch. The velum is essentially an incomplete septum between 
the mouth and the oral pharynx. (Heffner; 1950:37), Two 
pairs of muscles flatten and raioe the velum closigg the 
passage from the oral pharynx to the nasal cavity, and two 
more draw it downward/ opening this (oral) passage. (Bros-
nahan and Malmberg; 1976:39). 
Velum can be divided into two parts, namely: 
Pre-velum: It lies just after the hard palate and opposite 
the mid-dorsum of the tongue. Post-velum: It lies betv/een 
the pre-velum and the uvula, right above the back dorsum 
of the tongue. 
Finally, it may be mentioned that the velum acts 
both as an articulator and a point of articulation. As an 
articulator, the velum produces nasal consonants•and 
nasalized vowels. As a point of articulation velum is 
utilized in the production of dorsals (traditional 'velar') 
consonants and labio-dorsal(traditional 'back rounded') 
vowe1s. 
A4. The Larynx 
The diameter of trachea is from 2 to 2,5 cm and 
its length is about 11 cm. The uppermost ring of the 
trachea differ from the other rings, in that it is a 
complete ring. However/ while lower rim of this ring is 
approximately circular/ its upper rim is distinctly oval/ 
with the long axis from front to back. This ring or cricoid 
cartilage is the foundation of the structures which as a 
functional group, are called the larynx. (Heffner; 1950:15). 
The larynx consists of the three main parts which 
wa describe in the following subsections: 
A4 (a), Thyroid Cartilage 
The most important of the cartilages in the larynx 
is the thyroid (or shield cartilage)/ which forms a shield 
like structure (the "Adam's apple") on the front side of the 
larynx. It is open on the dorsal side, (Brosnahan and 
Melamberg; 1970:31). 
A4(b) Arytenoid Cartilage 
The arytenoid cartilages are two pyramid-shaped 
cartilages fastened to the upper surface of the back part 
of the cricoid cartilage by means of jointS/ which permit 
them to move laterally on it. The anterior arms of the 
arytenoids are th^points of origin of the two vocal cords, 
whose front ends are fastened to the anterior angle of the 
shield cartilage. The posterior arms of the arytenoids are 
the muscular processes/ to which are fastened the two pairs 
x^ 
of muscles, which are mainly responsible for the movements 
of these cartilages, and hence for the positioning of the 
vocal cords, (Drosnahan and Malmberg; 1970; 32-33), 
A4 (c), vocal Cords 
From thyroid cartilages, two bands of muscle extend 
back tov/ards vertebrate column. They are two parallel 
transverse bands or bands of muscle extending from front 
to back, the so-called vocal cords^. (Block and Trager; 
1972:16), The space between the vocal cords is called the 
"glottis". Physiologically, we are especially interested 
in these two vocal cords because they assume various 
positions. The mechanism regulating the opening and closing 
of the glottis is very delicate and permits several 
possiblities, detailed below: 
(i) The two vocal cords can be closed completely, thus 
maJcing a temporary closure at glottis, giving rise to the 
speech sound, known as*glottal stop," 
(ii) When the vocal cords are at rest they are drawn 
apart,- In this position the glottis is open. This is the 
ideal position of breathing and all the voiceless sounds 
are produced in this position«of-breathi-ag-and all the voice-
less sounds—a^ip prndiir'F'd^--4H=^~--HTT-«s---fiQLSi.t.i on^ 
In contrast, when the edges of the vocal cords 
are made to vibra-^ by bringing them near together, they 
produce musical sounds. This sound is technically known 
as "voice". The speech sounds accompanied by voicing are 
known as voiced sounds. 
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(iii) Being extremely sensitive and flexible, like the 
strings of a musical instrument, the vocal cords can produce 
various degrees of musical notes, called "tones". A word 
written with the same phonological units may have two or 
three meanings with differing tones in Tone Language. 
(iv) The narrowing of the vocal cords with or without 
voicing, gives rise to the production of "aspirates". 
Again like the apex of the tongue, the Hindu 
phoneticians considered the larynx to be the nbode of 
Sarasvati the goddess of speech. 
To summarize Section-A on Articulators as a 
whole: (1) It is the mobile articulators (labium, tongue, 
velum, larynx) that shape and often excite the vocal cavity, 
in the production of speech sound. The points of articulation, 
as points of contact for the articulators, only play a 
passive role in this regard. (2) The lower lip, being more 
mobile than its upper counterpart, plays an important role as 
an articulator in the production of both consonants and 
vowels. The upper lip that is relegated to a point of 
articulation in the production of stops and fricatives, 
becomes an active participant with the upper lip to produce 
labio-dorsal semi-vowel and vowels, (3) Tongue, especially 
the apex of the tongue is the most mobile supraglottal 
articulator. Therefore, the apex stands on the top of the 
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scale of mobility. Then come mid-back dorsum, front dorsiom 
and root in the descending order of mobility. The lower 
lip may be placed on the scale of mobility a notch up or 
down the mid-back dorsum, (4) Velum acts as an articulator 
in the production of nasal consonants and nasalized vowels. 
For non-nasal/ dorso-velar sounds, veltim is also used as 
a point of articulation, (5) The larynx, with its extremely 
mobile vocal cords, plays a dominating role in the produc-
tion of speech sounds with their subtle musculature and 
movement, the vocal cords can produce glottal stop, 
voicelessness-voicing, aspiration, and pitch variations 
(tone and intonation). 
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Section-B : Degrees of Aperture 
In the preceding section^ we discussed the role of 
of 
articulators in the production speech soionds. In the present 
A 
section, we study the degrees of aperture, the other axis of 
the vocal tract, that combines with the articulators to produce 
the speech sounds. 
The degrees of aperture refer to the vertical closings 
and openings of the vocal tract (and of the glottis), caused 
by the raising or lowering of the lower jaw. Thus, when the 
lower jaw is in the close proximity of the roof of the mouth 
and ther^is a complete closure in the cavity at some point, 
such as at apex-inner upper teeth (producing apico-Wental stops), 
the cavity is said to be at zero aperture. 
The various degrees of aperture and their combination ^3 
with articulators is presented in Section-Bl below. In 
Section-B2/ v/e provide a reasoned rationale for proposing two 
basic divisions of the degrees of aperture, Section-B3 deals 
with the traditional equivalents of apertures. Section-B4 
gives concluding remarks on the Degrees of Aperture. 
Bl. Degrees of Aperture Combined with Articulators 
In this section we describe the degrees of aperture, 
from total closure, to maximxam opening. Furthermore, we 
present the combination of individual apertures with the 
various articulators that produce the variety of speech 
sounds, begining with the stop consonants through the most 
open vowels. 
Aperture-0 : With total closure, there is complete stoppage 
of airstream somewhere in the vocal tract. 
The 0-aperture combine with the various articulators 
to produce speech sounds, traditionally known as 'stops' or 
'plosives '. 
The combinatiein of 0-aperture with various articulators 
in the production of stops is illustrated as follows: 
Labivim : ,p b etc. 
Apex : t d etc., t d etc. 
Dorsum : k g etc. 
Aperture-1; This aperture involves partial stoppage of airstream 
in which there is contact between articulators and points of 
3^ 
articulation. At this aperture, turbulance is produced by 
forcing the air through the contact. 
Aperture-1 combines with the various articulators 
to produce speech sounds/ traditionally known as 'fricatives'. 
It is to be noted that voicing is also produced at the glottis 
b'y the contact of vocal cords .at this aperture. 
The production of fricatives and of voice, by the 
combination of the 1-aperture with various articulators is 
illustrated as follows; 
Labium : f v 
Apex : e ^  
Gtlottis : v(oice) 
Aperture-2; There is no- stoppage of air passage at this 
apertxare; but the articulator forms a sufficiently narrow 
constriction so that it can control the stream of air coming 
from the lungs (noise is produced by turbulence as the air-
stream comes in contact with some target.) 
The 2-aperture combines with the various articulators 
to produce speech sounds which are also traditionally known 
as 'fricatives' and which include the traditional 'sibilants'. 
Furthermore, it may be noted here that aspiration is produced 
at this aperture. 
The production of fricatives and of aspiration, brought 
about by the combination of 2-aperture with various articulators, 
is exemplified below: 
Apex : s z 
Front Dorsum t i ^ 
Mid Dorsum : x 
Glottis : A(spiration) 
3S 
Aperture- 3^4/5/etc, ; The articulators are used to produce 
resonant cavities with these successively larger degrees of 
aperture. At these apertures, the opening is so large that 
there is no longer even channel turbulence; therefore at 
these apertxares, the articulators only shape the cavity and 
excitation comes from the voicing at the glottis. 
These larger apertures combine with various articula-
tors to produce speech sounds, traditionally known as 'liquids' 
'nasals' and 'vowels'. 
In terms of the degrees of opening, aperture-3 can 
be said to stand between the small apertures {0 through 2) 
and larger apertures (4 through the maximum opening). For, 
aperture-3 is sufficiently narrow to suit the production of 
'liquids' and 'nasals' and not to allow the production of 
'vowels', which require unhindered air flow through the vocal 
cavity. 
The 3-aperture combines with the various articulators 
to produce the 'liquids' and 'nasality' as illustrated below: 
'Liquids', 
Labium + Back Dorsum : w 
Apex : 1 r etc. 
1 r etc 
• • 
Front Dorsum : y etc. 
'Nasality', 
Velum (at Aperture-3) : N(asality) 
Velum (Aperture-3+Aperture-0): Nasal consonants m n etc. 
3^ 
"V* r^ A> 
Velxnn(Aperture-3 + Larger Apertures): Nasalized Vowels i u a etc. 
Aperture-'4 through most open aperture; 
These apertures are large enough to allow free air 
flow through the vocal cavity to produce 'vowels'. 
Aperture-4 combines with the appropriate articulators 
(of the three-part dorsum)/ to produce 'close vowels', such 
as i and u. The quality of vowels becomes more open, as we 
move to larger, more open apertures* (Examples: e o; i_ :> etc.) 
The most open vowels, such as a a^  are produced at the largest^ 
most open aperture, 
B2. Constriction versus Opening 
As implicitly stated in the section above, the smaller 
apertures 0 through 2, are to be set apart from the larger 
aperture, 3 through the largest. This distinction in aperture 
is necessary in view of the fact that with the small apertures 
the passages are extremely narrow and the contact of articulators 
with the points of articulation is very close. As a result, 
the vocal cavity is both shaped and excited by the articulators 
in the production of speech sounds at the narrow apertures. 
To be sure, the speech sounds so produced can be both voiceless 
and voiced; but the voicing at these apertures adds to the 
complexity of these sounds by the use of an extra articulator, 
namely, larynx. Another characteristic of the smaller apertures 
(0 through 2) is that the distances between these apertures can 
i? 
be defined in absolute terras. Together, apertures 0, 1, and 
2 can be termed constriction. 
In contradistinction to constriction of aperture 0 
through 2, the larger apertures (3 through the largest) 
may together be called opening. For, at the larger apertures, 
the air is free to pass through the vocal cavity with little 
hindrance. At these apertures, therefore, the articulators 
only shape the cavity; the excitation has to be provided by 
the larynx through the voicing of the vocal cords. Thus, the 
activity of the larynx becomes a prerequisite for the 
production of speech sounds with the apertures of opening. 
Although voiceless sounds can be produced at these apertures, 
the devoicing necessitates an extraordinary use of energy 
for excitation of the cavity required to produce these sounds. 
The apertures of opening are also to be set apart from the 
apertures of constriction, in that unlike the latter, the 
former^ <^3an not-b6-*'d6joined in-absolute term's. For, the distances 
between the apertures of opening are relative, and change from 
language to language, 
B3. Traditional Equivalents of Apertures 
In the previous section, we have proposed two basic 
divisions, namely, constriction and opening for the various 
degrees of aperture. A slightly different t'A'O-way division 
of aperture degrees is possible by drawing a borderline 
between apertures 3 and 4, Thus, apertures 0 through 3, 
associate^i with the production of consonants are placed 
'-b)r 
together vis-a-vis the large aperture from 4 to the most 
open, used for the production of vowels. This two-way-
division of aperture will correspond to the traditional 
division line between the closings and openings of the vocal 
tract. Traditionally/ the speech sounds produced at aperture 
0 through 3 are called, 'consonants' and their classification, 
corresponding to our apertures, is done in terms of manner of 
articulation, such as 'stops', 'fricatives' 'liquids', etc. 
In contrast, the speech sounds produced at aperture 4 through 
most open, are.traditionally known as 'vowels' and their 
classification, corresponding to our apertures, is done in 
terms of height of the tongue raised, such as^high vowels, 
•mid vowels', low-vowels' etc. 
The advantage of our approach in classifying the 
speech sounds in terms;.of degrees of aperture is that we 
apply the same, uniform yardstick in the classification of 
both consonants and vowels. 
Finally, we could like to point out at this juncture, 
that we postulate nine degrees -of aperture (.0 through 8) in 
Gaya Urdu for its Phonological Grid, (For details, see 
Section-C), Out of these nine apertures, three (0 through 2) 
deal with constriction; the remaining six (3 through 8) are 
associated with opening. That is, due to a bigger number of 
relative degrees for the opening in Gaya Urdu, the aperture 
at the maximum opening goes all the way upto number 8. 
S"? 
To s\am up Section-B as a whole: (1) The degrees of aperture 
range from complete closure (zero) to most open position of 
the vocal tract, (2) ^n combination with the articulators, 
the degrees of aperture produce speech sounds, traditionally 
known as consonants (Stops', 'fricatives', 'liquids' etc.) 
and vowels ('high', 'mid', 'low' etc.), (3) The smaller 
apertures (0 through 2) can be absolutely defined in terms 
of contact between articulators and the associative points 
of articulation. These degrees of apertures are referred to 
as constrictions. (4) *-'n the contrary, the degrees among the 
larger apertures (3 through most open) are relative in 
character. These relative degrees of aperture are called 
degrees of opening. (5) A distinction between degrees of 
constriction and degrees of opening is important both 
physiologically and acoustically. While voicelessness is 
preferred over voicing for sounds produced at constriction, 
voicing is most desiraole for speech sounds produced at 
the apertures of opening. 
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Sectlon-C ; Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu 
The articulators (discussed in Section-A)/ and the 
degrees of aperture (introduced in Section-B)/ combine 
with each other and produce at their intersections, phonological 
units of a language. This network of phonological units 
for a language is called Phonological Grid of that language. 
The phonological units of Urdu, as spoken in the 
city of Gaya (Bihar), are set up when they turn up at the 
intersections of the articulators and the degrees of 
aperture. However, it may be noted that not all the inter-
sections of the articulators and the apertures are randomly 
filled by phonological units in Gaya Urdu. Their appearance 
on an interse<gtion has a base in physiology of the vocal 
tract. The motivation for the presence of phonological units 
at particular intersections, and for the relative frequency 
in words for these units, may also-come from other orienting-
principles for phonological analysis, 
(Cf, Introduction: Section-C) 
Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu with all its 
phonological units is presented in Section-Cl below; the 
explanatory discussion on the Grid is taken up later in 
Section-C2. 
kl 
Section~Cl : Presentation of the Phonological Grid. 
As stated in the introductory remarks above/ the 
Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu is made up of only those 
units that fall at the intersections of articulators and 
apertures. All the four articulators/ including the five-part 
tongue/ discussed in Section-A earlier operate in the makeup 
of phonological units in Gaya Urdu. As pointed out in 3ection-B 
above/ there are nine apertures that can be postulated for 
the making of Phonological Grid for Urdu spoken in Gaya, 
Rather than a random combination of articulators, with eight 
columns/ and of apertures with nine rows, that will give us 
seventy-tv/o(72) phonological units, we actually have a total 
number of sixty-three(63) phonological units in Gaya Urdu, 
It may be noted that some of these units are of low frequency; 
the physiological basis of this skewing will be dealt with, 
when we take up our doctoral research on the Phonology of 
Bihar Urdu as spoken in Gaya, 
The Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu in terms s|)ecified 
above, is presented in Diagram 1-3. It may be emphasized that 
this Grid does not merely list the phonological units; it 
represents the interrelationship of all the phonological units 
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Section-C2 : Comments on the Phonological Grid 
Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu presneted in Diagram 
1-3, in terms of physiological Mechanism, does not merely 
list the phonological units of Urdu as spoken in Gaya, Rather, 
it is presented with physiological axes, with a viev/ to 
explaining the non-random character of the phonological units 
in the Gaya dialect of Urdu, The comments, both descriptive 
and explanatory, on the various physiological aspects of the 
Phonological Grid, are presented in the subsection below: 
C2 (a), Mechanics of Diagramming 
The Gaya Urdu Phonological Grid (Diagram 1-3) has 
been drawn in such a way that it successfully highlights the 
physiological characteristics of Gaya Urdu phonological units. 
Here the phonological units are classifed vertically 
in terms of articulators (cf, Section-S.) and horizontally 
in terms of degrees of aperture (cf, Section-B), Double 
broken red line show the division of constriction and opening 
of the aperture in terms of their physiological characteristics, 
Double broken bl&ck line, on the other hand, divides the 
apertures to yield the traditional division of 'consonants' 
and 'vo\T?els '. 
Letters/both lower-case and capital, used in the 
diagram, represent the various phonological units of Gaya 
Urdu, It may be noted that V, A, and N are abstract units of 
Voicing, Aspiration^and Nasality respectively. 
^If 
The solid black line connecting the letters in the 
diagram, shows the interrelationship between the phonological 
units whereas the dotted black line indicates the voicing 
(coming from V on aperture-1 at glottis), the broken black 
line indicates the aspirated units of the system(aspiration 
at 
come from A on aperture-2/glottis), Broken red line is a 
connecting line between nasal consonants and N on the one 
hand, and between the nasalized vowels and N on the other. 
The solid red line connects labium v/ith back dorsum 
for indicating the labio-dorsality of the pertinet phonolo-
gical units. The dotted red line connects the phonological 
units made up of two different apertures, with their base 
units at the two apertures. Thus ai and au (traditional, 
'diphthongs') are connected to their base units a at aperture-yt 
and y and w respectively at aperture-3. Likewise, the dotted 
red line connects the voiced h with V at aperture-1 and A at 
aperture-2. 
Arrow, in apex-^ dentum and apex-^ palatum, indicates 
that apex is the articulator with the teeth and hard palate 
as the respective points of articulation. The forks in the 
diagram at aperture-3 signify that though the forked phonolo-
gical units are at the intersection of the same articulator 
and the same aperture, they are to be distinguished from 
each other in terms of their physiological makeup. 
C2 (b). Constriction Versus Opening 
As pointed out in the machanics of diagramming above. 
i^ 
the apertures can be divided into two basic categories, 
namely, constriction and opening, in view of their differing 
physiological characteristics. The apertures known as 
constriction (0 through 2), are the smaller apertures, 
whereas the apertures known as opening (3 through 8) are 
larger apertures. 
The phonological units formed at constriction 
(0 through 2) are characterized by the noise activated by 
the close contact of the articulator and point of articulation. 
In contrast, the units that materialize at the apertures of 
opening (3 through 8) are marked by resonance; there being 
no close contact or stoppage. 
For the apertures of constriction, the contact' 
between the articulator and the associative point of articula-
tion is so cloae and the distances between the degrees of 
aperture is so narrow that they can be measured in absolute 
terms. 
Inasmuch as the pertinent supraglottal articulator, 
in combination with the apertures of constriction, can both 
shape and excite the vocal cavity in the production of 
phonological lonits at these small apertures, there is no 
obligatory, physiological requirement to utilize an extra 
articulator, such as larynx, for the production of these 
units. Thus, voicelessness becomes the simplest phenomenon 
in the production of consonants at apertures of constriction. 
To be sure, the phonological units with both voicing and 
aspiration are formed at constriction. But, these units are 
physiologically more comple)<, as they require the use of 
Hi, 
larynx as an extra articulator. 
In contradistinction to the small and absolutely-
defined apertures of constriction, the apertures of opening 
are large, and their position, vis-a-vis each other, can 
only be defined in relative terms. 
As the local supraglottal articulator, in combination 
with the apertures (5f opening, cannot excite the cavity in 
the production of speech sounds at the larger apertures, 
the excitation is brought about by introducing the vibration 
of the glottis and the local articulator merely shapes the 
cavity. It is possible to excite the cavity at these larger 
openings without the vibration of the glottis; but this 
requires a great expenditure of the air supply, 
C2(c) Consonants and vowels 
In the previous section, we discussed the division 
of apertures into constriction and opening. A different, 
two-way division of apertures is also justified physiologically 
This division is shown by the double broken black line 
between aperture-3 and 4. 
According to this division, apertures 0 through 3 
fall under one category, while apertures 4 through 8 comes 
under the second category. In other words, the first category 
of apertures includes constirction plus aperture-3 while 
the second category includes the apertures of opening minus 
aperture-3. This different division of apertures is 
physiologically plausible. The inclusion of aperture-3 along 
hi 
with constriction in category-l of the new bifurcation^ is 
justified/ for in case of aperture-jZJ through 3., the contact 
of articulators with the point of articulation is fairly-
close in the production of phonological units. To be sure, 
turbulence in the vocal chamber, recedes as we move from 
aperture-2 to aperture-3. Nevertheless, it may be emphasized 
that some excitation is indeed produced by the articulators 
in the vocal tract, when we produce phonological units of 
aperture-3. As a matter-of-fact, some of the phonological 
units at this aperture are produced by channel turbulence. 
Phonological units produced at aperture-3 alone 
are traditionally known as 'liquids'. Aperture-3 (at nasal 
cavity), in combination with aperture-0 (at oral cavity), is 
also associated with the production of nasals. All the 
phonological units that are formed by various articulators 
on aperture-0 through 3, are traditionally called 'consonants'. 
In contradistinction to apertures-0 through 3, the 
aperture-4 through-8 are so large that arr can pass through 
the vocal cavity without any hindrance "without being stopped, 
v/ithout having to squeeze through a narrow constriction, without 
being deflected from the median line of its channel, and without 
t 
causing any of the supraglottal organs to vibrate" (Block and 
Trager; 1972:18). In fact, the opening from aperture-4 through 8 
is so large that there is no longer even channel turbulence. 
At these apertures, therefore, the articulators only shape the 
cavity and the excitation comes entirely from the voicing at 
the glottis. The phonological units formed by the appropriate 
articulators at apertures 4 through 8 are traditionally known 
as 'vowels* 
Lf% 
ThuS/ while maintaining the classical distinction 
of vowels and consonants, we have tried to provide a 
physiological rationale for this distinction, 
C2 (d). Phonemes Versus Phonological Units 
We have stated in the beginning of this chapter 
that the Phonological Grid of a language is to be differen-
tiated from Phonemic Inventory of that language. Here we 
will try to show that the Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu 
(Diagram 1-3) is basically different from the Phonemic 
^.nventory that may be established for this dialect in terms 
of the distributional criteria used in American structural 
linguistics. 
The Phonemic Inventory of a language lists all the 
phonemes of that language. It must be pointed out here 
that the American structuralists present the Phonemic 
Inventory with reference to points of articulation/articulators, 
and the manner of articulation/height of the tongue raised. 
But this is done merely for ease of reference and not for 
formally established through the distributional criteria, 
(Hojrris; 1951 ; 5-9 ; 189 j 365.) But as a short cut to 
analvis .these phonemes are generally established through 
'meaning' is a taboo in the phonemic analysis of American 
structural linguistics, the phonemes are actually established 
through the distinction of meaning. But we do not have to 
•^ ace this dilemma in the present research, for communication, 
one of our orienting-principles, justifies the use of meaning 
k1 
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Diagram 1-4 ; Phone-wic Inventory of Gaya Urdu 
^ 
in phonological analysis. 
Following the traditional^ informal method of 
contrast through minimal pairs, we can postulate fifty-three 
(53) phonemes (-consonantal and - vocalic) for Gaya Urdu. 
The Phonemic Inventory of Gaya Urdu is presented in Diagram 
1-4. 
In contradistinction to the Phonemic Inventory 
of a language, the Phonological Grid of that language is 
the network of its phonological units to be primarily 
established in terms of Physiological iMechanism and Communi-
cation. The phonemic principle of distinctiveness, applied 
through meaning contrast, is fully utilized in the establish-
ment of phonological units, with justification from the 
communicative orientation. Thus, all the fifty-three(53). 
phonemes postulated for Gaya Urdu (Diagram 1-4), are given 
the status of phonological units, in the dialect (Diagram 1-3), 
But the agreement between phonemes and phonological units 
stops here. 
As pointed out above, the fifty-three(53) 
phonological units of Gaya Urdu are established on communicative 
basis through meaning contrast in minimal pair situations. 
But the classification in terms of Physiological Mechanism. 
On the basis of their^ phonetic substance, the phonological 
units are classified in terms of articulators and apertures. 
At the same time, the substances of the phonological 
units determine the number of physiological axes both 
horizontally and vertically. Thus, whereas only one aKis of 
labial is set up, despite the presence of bilabial and 
^ / 
labio-dentals, we have two distinct axes of apico^dentals 
and apico-^ palatal in Gaya Urdu, 
Once the axes of articulators and apertures are established 
for a language, all their intersections can be filled with 
phonological units, whether distinctive(phonemic) or 
non-distinctive (sub phonemic)/ subject to constraints from 
other physiological aspects and from other orienting-principles 
ThuS/ some non-distinctive (non-phonemic) positional variants, 
whose phojietic substances fall on the intersections of 
articulators and apertures, are elevated to the status of 
full-fledged phonological units, (There will be no sub-catego-
rization of other allophonic variants, whether positional 
or free, without a principle of classification.) The axes 
of articulators and apertures established for Gaya Urdu, 
yield seventy-two(72) intersections. To be sure, these 
intersections are not randomly filled. But, we do have 
following non-distinctive (non-phonemic) positional variants, 
which fill the various intersections of articulators and 
apertures. 
Articulators Apex —^ Front Back 
Apertures Palatum Dorsum Dorsum 
0 n n 
rh 
3 l>r , 
e o 
/ / 
7 e o 
i^ 
Parenthetically, it may be pointed out that in 
traditional phonemic analysis, the phones ]1\]# y}]* (along 
with |nj ) are considered allophones of the phoneme /n/; 
the phones p j , j^l] (along with |^ lj ) are taken as 
allophones of the phoneme /I/; the flaps [r"] and [rhj 
which are in complementory distribution with the stops [dj 
and fdhj respectively, are treated as positional variants 
of the phonemes /d/ and /dh/. Finally, as the short vowels 
[e^4 [je}» [p}' L9J vary freely with their long counterparts 
[e:J, 1^ :3/ {p'-Ji* 1^0' ^^^ former are considered allophones 
of the phonemes /e:/, /e:/, /o;/, /o:/ respectively. 
All the positional variants presented above have 
been given full status of phonological units, (cf. Diagram 
1-3). 
To sum up: (1) Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu ±o 
made up of sixty-three (63) units, which fall on the inter-
sections of articulators and apertures. As it is clear from 
Diagram 1-3, not all intersections are rondomly filled, 
(2) Of sixty-three (63) phonological units, f if ty-tlireo (53) 
are distinctive phonemes and ten (10) are non-distinctive 
positional variants. (3) The Phonological Grid is made up 
to highlight the interrelationship of its units. That is, 
the network of phonological units shows their value 
relationship. (4) At the same time, phonetic substance of 
the phonological xinits is also taken into accoxmt in their 
S3 
classification in the Grid. This is done with a view to 
giving equal importance to substance and value in phonolo-
gical analysis, 
C2 (e) . The Status of itih, nh as Phonological Units 
In the Phonological Grid presented in Diagram 1-3, 
we have set up both mh and nh/single independent phonolo-
gical units in Gaya Urdu. But it may be noted that controversy 
surroiinds these aspirated nasals (and some aspirated liquids) 
about their status in Urdu Phonology, The point of debate iS/ 
whether we should regard the aspirated nasals (and some 
aspirated liquids) as xinit phonemes or as clusters with h 
or as having the component of the prosody of aspiration 
in Modern Standard Urdu, Vi/ithout going into the details of 
the argument, it may be mentioned that we have taken mh 
and nh as single phonological units in Gaya Urdu, on the 
pattern of the aspirated stops. For, like the latter, the 
aspirated nasals are also produced by the "single stroke 
effort". (Cf, Firth; 1957: 61-62,) 
Finally, it may be pointed out here that the 
frequency of mh and nh is very lov/ in words. The two 
phonological units occur in one monosyllabic v/ord each. 
(Cf. Glossary: Items 746 and 730), and in a few polysyllabic 
words. However, it may be noted that the words in which 
mh and nh appear are used very frequently. 
fV 
C2(f). The Status of V, A, and N as Phonological Units 
The status of V, A/ and N as phonological units 
of Gaya Urdu, as shown in Diagram 1-3 is somewhat differ-
ent from that of all other phonological units. Unlike 
other units, V, h, and N do not stand for particular speech 
soxinds in Gaya Urdu, Instead, they represent V (oicing), 
A (spiration), and N (asality) respectively. 
Although, all phonological units are abstractions 
the V, A, and N represent a higher degree of abstraction 
than the other units in the Phonological Grid. 
The makeup of V, A, and N is taken up one by one 
below: (i) "V" : This phonological unit falls on the 
intersection of the axis of Glottis vertically and that of 
aperture-1 horizontally. In the articulation of all voiced 
phonological \inits, the glottis opens to aperture-1 in 
such a v;ay that the air forcing its way through the resulting 
narrowing becomes turbulent. This turbulence forces the 
cords to vibrate thus producing the hum, called v(oicing). 
All the supraglottal phonological units of aperture-
3 through 8 are produced in combination with the V(oicing)* 
The V(oicing) also combines with the relevant supraglottal 
articulators at aperture-jzJ, to produce voiced stops and 
nasals in Gaya Urdu. (cf. Section C2(b) ) This link of 
V(oicing) with the voiced phonological units in Gaya Urdu 
is appropriately shown in the Grid. (Cf. Diagram 1-3). 




Diagram 1-5: Manoeuvering of the Vocal Cords in the 
Production of Voiced h. 
^i 
section of Glottis and aperture-2. As compared to V(oicing)j 
A(Spiration) requires comparatively less constriction at 
the glottis. However, the glottis constriction at aperture-2 
remains close enough to produce h-aspiration, • 
The supraglottal voiceless aspirated stops at 
aperture-;zJ are produced in combination with the A(spiration) 
in Gaya Urdu, This link of A(spLration) with the voiceless 
aspirated phonological units, is properly shown in the 
Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu. (Cf, Diagram 1-3) 
A glance at Diagram 1-3/ will also show that the 
voiced h in Gaya Urdu is produced by a combination of the 
V(oicing) from aperture-1 and the A(spiration) (equivalent 
to voiceless h) from aperture-2. The voiced h thus operates 
on apertures-1 and 2 simultaneously. 
The production of voiced h requires a siifetle 
manoeuvering of the vocal cords. This manoeuvering at the 
glottis is shown in Diagram 1-5» 
AS shown in Diagram 1-5, the upper half of the 
glottis v/ith close contacts of the vocal cords at aperture-1 
gives voicing, whereas the lower half of the glottis with 
vocal cords apart at aperture-2 gives h-aspiration. This 
subtly, two-way operation of the vocal cords at the glottis 
produces the voiced h of Gaya Urduo 
Besides being used as a phonological unit, the 
^? 
voiced h also combines with the relevant supraglottal 
articulators at aperture-0, to produce voiced aspirated 
stops. The aspirated nasals of apertures-0 plus 3/ and 
the aspirated rh at aperture-3 are also produced in 
combination with the voiced h in Gaya Urdu, This link 
of voiced h with the aspirated units is also appropriately-
indicated in the Phonological Grid, (Cf. Diagram 1-3). 
(iii) " N " : This phonological unit falls at the inter-
section of the articulator Velum and the aperture-3. The 
N(asality) is produced by lowering the velum^ sufficiently 
enough/ to open the nasal cavity to aperture-3. Due to this 
lowering of velum, a.ir is free to pass through the nasal 
cavity as well as through the oral cavity. 
All the nasal consonants and the nasalized vowels 
in Gaya Urdu are produced in combination with the N(asality) 
The N(asality) at aperture-3 combines with the 
relevant articulators at aperture-;^ to produce the nasal 
consonants, both unaspirated and aspirated. The nasalized 
vowels of Gaya Urdu are produced by the three-part dorsum 
at apertures-4 through 8, again in combination with the 
N(asality), The link of the N(asality) v/ith both the nasal 
consonants and nasalized vowels is properly indicated in 
Diagram 1-3. 
C2 (g) , Labio-dorsal Phonological- Units: Units v-zith the two 
Articulators 
In the makeup of some phonological units in Gaya 
Si 
Urdu, the articulator labiiom combines with the articulator 
back dorsum at the apertures of opening (3 through 7). That 
iS/ the phonological units, such as the semi-vowel w and the 
vowels u:, u:, oi, o:, etc./ placed in the col;imn of back 
dorsum in the Grid (Diagram 1-3), are simultaneously produced 
by the two articulators: Back dorsum and Labium. That labium 
is employed as an additional articulator for the back dorsal 
vov/els and semi-vowel, is not accidental. The acoustic ratio-
nale for the simultaneous use of the'two articulators will be 
provided, wlien we take up research on our doctoral thesis. 
C2(h). Units at two Points of Articulation with the same 
Articulator 
The apico-> dental and the apico-> palatal phonological 
units as presented in the Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu 
(Diagram 1-3), are the linits produced by a single articulator, 
namely, the apex, in contact with different points of articu-
lation, that is, the 'teeth' and the 'palate' respectively. 
The Apex-:^  dentum and the Apex-^palatum are recognised as 
relevant vertical axes, solely because most of the phonological 
units (particularly the stops) produced at the tv/o points of 
articulation, are characterized by distinctiveness and recog-
nized as opposing phonemes. 
The distinction betv/een the apico-> dental and the 
apico-> palatal lonits is traditionally recognized as the 
distinction between the 'dental' and the 'retroflex', consonants 
(Cf. Diagram 1-4) 
^& I 
(^ (^i) Phonetic Variants at two Points of Articulation with the 
Same Articulator: 
(1) Labio-labial versus labio~dental: 
In Gaya Urdu Phonological Grid (Diagram 1-3), we 
observe that both the labio-dental fricative f and the 
bilabial stops and nasals ( p,b/m/ etc) have been placed 
under the articulator/ labium* Thus, the phonological units 
under labiiom have two points of articulation, namely the" 
upper lip and the lower edges of the upper teeth. This 
placement of units with two points of articulation, on a 
sing!^ a>cis, is justified for several reasons. Firstly, we 
are classifying the phonological units of Gaya Urdu in terms 
of the various articulators. The unit f and the other units 
in the labial column are produced by the single articulator, 
labium. Secondly, there is no labio-dental axis in opposition 
to the bilabial one in Gaya Urdu. In the previous section, 
we set up two separate axes, apico-^ dental versus apico'^palatal 
with one articulator and two points of articulation, only 
because the phonological units on the two axes were in 
contrast with each other. But this is not the case with the 
labio-dental and the bilabial consonants dealt with here. 
For, we do not have a bilabial fricative (|) in Gaya Urdu in 
opposition to the labio-dental fricative f. Thirdly, the 
lov/er edges of the upper teeth are ideal target for the 
fricatives at aperture-1. while the upper lip, as point of 
articulation, provides an air tight closure for the stops 
(and nasals) at jZJ-aperture, the perforated surface of the 
60 
upper teeth is most suited to serve as point of articulation 
for the fricatives/ where friction is required. Thus, we 
have a physiological rationale for the phonological unit 
f to be labio-dental . 
(ii) Apico-^ental versus apico— alveolar 
Some of the phonological units at the apex->dentum 
axis also show a variation in the points of articulation. The 
points of articulation for the units S/l,r,n, and nh range 
from upper teeth to alveolar ridge. These units are clearly 
apico-:?dental when they occur before the apico-;^  dental stops. 
Elsewhere, these units may vary from apico-^ v dental to apico-j) 
alveolar. Inasmuch as, we do not have distinction between 
• the apico-;>dental and apico-> alveolar consonants/ we set up 
only one axis, that of apex-> dentum, for Gaya Urdu. 
As for the point of articulation range from dentum 
to alveolum for the non-stop consonants under the apicO'^ental 
series, we may present a paradigmatic (or a communicative) 
rationale. As may be evident from the Phonological Grid 
(Diagram 1-3), apico-^dental stops are distinctively opposed 
to apico-^palatal ('retroflex') stops in Gaya Urdu, The point 
of articulation difference (dentum versus palatum) is therefore 
meticulously maintained for the two stop series. In contrad-
istinction to apico-^dentum stops, - the apico-;^dental s has no 
counterpart at the apico-;-> palatal axis. The unit s is there-
* 
Ftn . When Indo-European Tenues become fricativec in Germanic^ 
the IE*^P ^f through the intermediary stage of 5^ , 
^ 
fore free to extend its phonetic range from dentum to 
alveoluBi. The same argument applies to the unit nh at the 
apex4 dentum axis. 
As for the remaining apico->dental units, namely 
n,1/r/ they are all opposed to the apico->palatal ('retro-
flex') units n, 1/ r,. But it may be noted that the retroflex 
« « « 
counterparts are low In frequency of occurrence in v/ords, 
and appear only before the apico->palatal {' retroflex') 
stops. (Parenthetically* it may be pointed out that the 
opposition between n, 1, r, and n, 1/ r, is non-distinctive.) 
• • • 
As the "functional load" of n, 1/ r, is low, these apico-f> 
• • • 
palatal units do not alv/ays stand in sharp contrast to the 
apico->dental n, 1, r. The latter phonological units can also 
vary in their points of articulation from dentum to alveolum, 
C2 (j) Units formed v/ith the Combination of two Apertures 
Finally/ five more phonological units of Gaya Urdu 
that need comments, are the ones which are formed by the 
combination of two apertures. The five units are the fricative 
h (voiced), the dipthongs ai and au, and their nasalized 
counterparts ai and 'au. 
As shov/n in.Diagram 1-3, the voiced h does not fall 
on any one aperture. The two apertures, which are utilized 
by the voiced h, are the constriction apertures-1 and 2. The 
V(oicing) at aperture-1 and the A(spiration) at aperture-2, 
both at Glottis, combine to produce the voiced h in Gaya 
Urdu. 
(D^ 
Like the voiced h-.and traditional'affricates,' the 
and "^ i 
'diphthongs' ai, au//S'u do not fall on a single aperture. 
They too are formed by the combination of tv/o apertures. 
The diphthongs begin with the larger opening at aperture-1; 
and move towards the smaller opening at aperture?t3. 
The 'diphthongs' ai is the combination of the vowels 
a Cat the intersection of the articulator mid dorsiom and 
aperture-7) and of the semi-vowel y (at the intersection of 
front dorsiom and aperture-^B) , Likewise, the diphthong "^i, 
is formed by the combination of a and the semi-vowel y. 
The 'diphthong' au, on the other hand, is a 
combination of the vowel a (mid dorsal at aperture-7) and of 
the semi-vowel w (back dorsal-cum-labial at aperture-3). 
Similarly, the 'diphthong' "au is formed by the combination 
of a and the semi-vowel w» 
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Section-D : Concluding Remarks 
The scope of this chapter is limited to the makeup 
of phonological units in Gaya Urdu in terms of Physiological 
Mechanism. To this^ end, we introduce the articulators 
(Section-A) and the degrees of aperture (Section-B), the txvo 
axes for determining/the phonological units of ^language. In 
Section-C we present the Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu, with 
a network of its phonological unit?, with explanatory notes. 
In Section-A/ \-/e highlight the role of articulators 
Velum y 
(labium, tongue, ^ ^larynx), in the production of speech sounds. 
It is these mobile articulators which shape and generally 
excite the cavity. The various points of articulation, on the 
other hand, play only a passive role in the sense that they 
provide the contact points for the articulators. 
Among the various supraglottal articulators, the 
apex of the tongue is the most mobile articulator because of 
its musculature and its size, shape and mass. The apex, 
therefore, is ideally suited for the production of the units, 
traditionally knov/n as 'consonants'. On the other hand, the 
three-part dorsum, with its heavy mass, rectangular shape 
and- greater v/idth, is utilized in the production of both 
traditional 'vowels' and 'consonants ' o 
Of the articulators, labium, apex, and dorsum can 
both shape and excite the cavity. As for the articulator 
velum, it can enlarge the vocal cavity, by opening the passage 
to the nasal cavity. But, the velum by itself cannot excite 
the cavity. Glottis, on the other hand excites the vocal 
6^ 
The D.egrees of Aperture (Section-B) that range from 
complete closure to maximum opening of the vocal tract,form 
the other axis that determines the makeup of the phonological 
units in a language. The smaller apertures (0 through 2) can be 
absolutely defined and are known as constriction. The larger 
apertures (3 through^most ppen) are relative and are known as 
opening. For the production of speech sounds at constriction 
apertures, voicelessness is prefered over voicing. But voicing 
at opening apertures 
becomes most desirable in the production of speech soundry. Where 
as the traditional 'stop^' and 'fricatives' are produced at 
constriction apertures, the opening apertures are associated 
with the production of 'vowels' and 'liquids'. 
Besides constriction and opening, another division of 
apertures is also physiologically plausible. In this division, 
the aperture-3 goes along with the constriction apertures 
C0I l# 2,), The speech' sounds, which fall on apertures-0, 1, 2, 
and 3 are traditionally known as 'consonants', whereas the 
sounds produced at the remaining apertures are traditionally 
known as 'vowels'. 
The phonological units of a language are determined by 
the intereaction of the articulators and the apertures. The 
phonological units of Gaya Urdu are established physiologically 
by combining eight (8) articulators, singly or in combination, 
with the nine (9) degrees of aperture. The network of Gaya Urdu 
phonological units at the intersections of the articulators 
and the apertures are presented and discussed in Section-C, 
Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu (Diagram 1-3) is a 
systematic presentation of all its phonological units on the 
&i 
basis of articulators and apertures. That is, the phonological 
units, presented in the Grid, are physiologically motivated. The 
phonetic substance of these units is determined by their arti-
culatory characteristics. 
Furthermore, the network of phonological units, presented 
in the Grid also highlights the interrelationship of these 
units. That is, the Phonological Grid also indicates the 
phonological value of the xinits. Thus, equal weightage is given 
to phonetic substance and_ phonological value in the present 
analysis of Gaya Urdu. 
A total number of sixty-three (63) units have been 
set up for Gaya Urdu. Two broad divisions of these units are 
postulated with reference to the degrees of aperture. The first 
division deals with constriction apertures versus opening 
apertures. The apertures of constriction (0 through 2) includes 
all the stops and fricatives of Gaya Urdu. Although voiceless 
voiced distinction is distinctive here, the voiceless units 
have preference over the voiced units, both in number and 
frequency of usage. At these smaller apertures, where articulators 
can both shape and excite the cavity, it is mot a must to use 
the extra articulator, larynx, for excitation. For the remaining 
phonological units (vowels, liquids, nasals), produced at opening 
apertures, the articulators can only shape the cavity; the 
excitation must cume from the voicing at the larynx. 
The phonological units of Gaya Urdu can also be broadly 
divided into consonants (apertures jZ5 through 3) and vowels 
(apertures 4 through 8). This broad division also has some 
physiological justification. The phonological units formed at 
^ ^ ' 
aperture-j2f through 3 (the consonants, including 
liquids and nasals) are all characterized by turbulence. 
In contrast, the phonological units formed at aperteres-4 
through 8 (the vowels) are produced without any physiological 
hindrance. 
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CHAPTER II : ROLE OF COMMUNICATION IN GAYA PHONOLOGY 
It is not novel to say that language is used for 
commxinication. Rather novelty lies in claiming that the very 
makeup and structure of the language are directly motivated 
by the act of communication. The present chapter is devoted 
to validate this claim by taking up the role of communication 
in ^the phonological analysis of Gaya Urdu, 
It has been a considerably moot point for a long 
time now as to whether communication is a controlling factor 
in the structure of language. As far as grammer is concerned, 
everyone agrees that communication is the basic factor. But 
so far as phonology is concerned, traditional phonemicists 
have argued that communication is not a controlling factor. 
Though Bloomfield's minimal unit of form and minimal unit of 
meaning suggest the existence of what we call signal-meaning 
relationship within language, he has introduced an a priori 
notion of the nature of meaning that has the effect of making 
it inaccessible to linguistic analysis. Saussure has communi-
cation in his concept of Signe, but he too is silent about 
the role of meaning in phonological analysis, Andre Martinet 
was the first scholar to introduce the role of meaning in 
phonology, through his concepts of "functional load" and 
"functional yield"(Martinet; 196^:193). 
Parenthetically, it may be noted that as the term 
"function" is loaded with various connotations, the term 
"communication" is used instead in Form-Content Linguistics, 
Martinet said that function is very much involved in the 
^'6 
makeup of the phonological structure. He turther said that 
the factors of functional importance exert influence on both 
the synta9Jgmatic and paradigmatic aspects of the phonological 
unxts. 
it may be pointed .out that the concepts of syntagmatic 
and paradigmatic relations were developed by Trubetzkoy of the 
Prague School of Linguistics, particularly for phonological 
analysis. (Truoetzkoy; ? ). But the dichotomy, under the 
terms "syntajmatic" versus "associative" relations were actu-
ally introduced with particular reference to grammar and 
lexicon by Ferdinand de Saussure, the Father of Modern 
Linguistics, (Saussure; 1964: 122.) 
According to Ferdinand de Saussure,in a language 
state (synchrony) everything is based on relations. In 
discourse, cbn the one hand, words acquire relations based on 
the linear nature of language because they are chained 
together. This rules out the possibility of pronouncing tv/o 
elements simultaneously. The elements are arranged in sequence 
on the chain if speaking. Combinations supported by linearity 
are syntagms. The syntagm is always composed'of two or more 
consecutive units. In the syntagm, a term acquires its value 
only because it stands in opposition to everything that 
precedes it or follows it, or to both. (Saussure; 1964:123). 
Outside discourse, on the other hand, words acquire 
relations of a different kind. Those that have something in 
common are associated in the memory, resulting in groups 
marked by diverse relations. The coordination formed outside 
^ ^ 
discourse are not supported by linearity. Their seat is in 
the brain; they are a part of the inner storehouse that 
makesup the language of each speaker. They are associative 
relations, (Saussure; 1964: 123), 
Saussure's concept of "associative relation" was 
drived from his concept of "value". Further/ his concepts 
of syntagmatic and associative relations were limited to 
the level of grammar and lexicon only. 
After Saussure, N. S. Tr^ubetzkoy took up these 
concepts and developed them further. It was him who applied 
these two concepts to the level of phonology. And it was him 
who used the term "paradigmatic" for Saussure's "associative 
relation". According to Tr^ubetzkoy, the syntagmatic 
relationship of the units (grammatical and phonological) 
represents the interrelationship of the units in the speech 
chain or in syntagm^whereas paradigmatic relatiosjship is the 
relationship of the units in a paradigm. In the case of 
phonological units, the paradigm is the inventory or the 
repertory of phonological units in a language (Trj^ubetzkoy; ? ). 
Ander Martinet,who follows Trj^ubetzkoy, also holds 
the same view with the addition of "functional relation" Thus 
we see that where these concepts of syntagmatic, paradigmatic 
and functional relations are concerned, there is a direct line 
of scholarly descent from Saussure to Prague School and from 
there further to Andre Martinet, 
Now coming again to the role of communication in 
phonology, Andre Martinet was the first to introduce communi-
cation as cardinal principle for phonological analysis. 
7'' 
As for the phonological analysis of Gaya Urdu 
presented here, we resort to communication without any 
excuse. For communication lies at the heart of language, and 
is an orienting principle in Form-Content Linguistics. 
Communication plays quite a significant role both 
syntagraatically and paradigmatically on the Phonology of 
Gaya Urdu. This role of communication is taken up on four 
sections in the present chapter. In Section-A, we deal with 
the role of communication in the paradigmatic makeup of the 
phonological^nits of Gaya Urdu, Section-B, is devoted to 
the role of communication on the syntagmatic aspect of Gaya 
Urdu Phonology. Section-C analyzfiar homonymy in terms of 
the communicative role. A summary statement about the role 
of the communication in Gaya Phonology will be provided at 
the end of the chapter in Section-D, 
Section-A : Impact of Communication on the Paradigm of 
Phonological Units 
In this section, we deal with the role of communica-
tion on the paradigmatic relations of phonological units in 
Gaya Urdu. This is taken up on two subsections. In II Al, we 
highlight the role of communication in the makeup of Phonolo-
gical Grid of Gaya Urdu. In II A2, we take up the paradigmatic 
merger of the phonological units in terms of the varying 
degrees of communicative load. 
7) 
Section-Al : Cornmunication and the makeup of the Phongj^ g^ ligal 
Grid in Gaya Urdu 
Phonological units of Gaya Urdu* as presented in 
the Grid (Diagram 1-3), were set up on the basis of 
Physiological Mechanism in Chapter I. But even there, it was 
stated that most of the phonological units (traditionally 
known as the "phonemes"), are to be established on the basis 
of their communicative role or distinctiveness in meaning. 
In this section, we present the justification of 
the phonological units of Gaya Urdu in terms of communication 
as an orienting-principle. This is done by contrasting the 
neighboring units through minimal pairs, involving change of 
meaning. 
The establishment of individual phonological units 
is validated by presenting them in minimal pairs, in the 
initial and/or the non-initial position of the word. In a few 
cases, where minimal pairs are not found in our date (consisting 
of only monsyllabic words), we have utilized sub-minimal 
pClirs for establishing the contrasts. Furthermore, in case of 
phonological units with very limited occurrence, we have 
utilized polysyllabic words, which were randomly collected 
during our fieldwork. The contrast of individual units is 
restricted to only those units that aee closely opposed to 
them. But, in principle, the individual units are interrelated 
with all other in the Grid. 
It may be pointed out that the presentation below 
is no different than the one presented in the section on 
7z 
Phonemic Contrast in American structural linguistics. But 
here the objective is to highlight the paradigmatic interrela-
tionship and the .^ ole of communication in the makeup of 
these linits. For the list of phonological units involving 
communicative contrast/ see the Phonemic Inventory of 
Gaya Urdu. (Cf. Diagram 1-4). 
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Phonological unit in minimal and sub-minimal pairs 
are presented below: 
Consonants; 
and their 
Units contrast Initial Gloss 
p/ph pa:n betel 





ph ph/bh phu:k blow saiph clean 
bhu:k hunger sUbh morning 
b/p bak babble khe:b row 
pak be khexp periodical supply 
cooked 
bh bh/b bha:p steam sUbh morning 
ba:p father sab all 
m m/b ma:n honour se:n kidney-bean 
ba:n arrow se:b apple 
mh mh/m cu;mh reach out 
cu:m kiss 
t/th tan body po:t whitewash 
than udder po:th small glass bead 
th th/dh thak be tired na:th lord 
small 


















na:d large , open mouthed, 





































» » * 
da:l branch ro:d 
4 • 




dh dh/d dho:r navel 
do:r string 
c/ch cUp quite bijc middle 
chUp hide bi:ch pick up 
7f 
and their 
Units contrast Initial Gloss 
Non-
Initial Gloss 




chat dispersed birch pick up 
jhat quickness ba':jh barren (women) 
jo:r force sac 
co;r thief saj 
j h a : g foam bajh 



















kho:l cover rUkh aspect 



















ba:n crowing( of a cock) 
ba:g garden 
ka;f twehty-seventh letter 
of the Urdu alphabet 



























h/s ha:r necklace ra:h path 
sa:r mend ra:s suitability 
w w/b wah 
bah 
he,she/ ta:w heat 
it 
float ta:b strength 
1/r lo:g people ma:l property 
ro:g sick- ma:r beat 
ness 
r/d ras juice ya;r friend 
das ten ya:d rememberance 
y/w yaha; here dwa:r door 
wah'aj there pya:r love 
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Vowels and Diphthongs: 
And their 



























































deep though w^i^^ 




















































mash with the hand 
mouth 












All the phonological units contrasted above, are traditioi 
nally known as 'phonemes'. But it may be emphasized that the 
phonemes of a language are formally established in terms ofdl 
distributional criteria. To be sure,as a short cut the tradit-
ional phonemicists may use minimal pairs invloving meaning and 
communication, for discovering the phonemes. They do this, 
for reference to meaing is considered a taboo in phonological 
analysis. 
Unlike the American traditional phonemicists, we do 
not have to apologize, when we resort to meaing. For, 
communication is one of the basic theorietical principles for 
the present phonological analysis. Therefore, we establish most 
of the phonological units of Gaya Urdu with the heip of the 
principle of commuicatiwB contrast. And then we place them on 
the various thonological axes determined by the Physiological 
Mechanism. 
Section-A2 : Paradigmatic Merger and the Communicative Load,-
Here we deal with as to how the mergerjbf phonological 
units is brought about by communicative load. The degree of 
communicative load of the-phonpiogical units varies. The 
communicative load of various phonological units is not the 
same. Different phonological units of a language are utilised 
in a very uneven way. Certain phonemes are of frequent use and 
enter into a large number of words while otheEs are employedm-
more rarely. Phonological units occuring in large number of 
words have low communicative load. 
S^' 
As a rule, phonological units with high communicative 
load are likely to survive in a language (or dialect), while 
the units with lov; communicative load may merge with neighbou-
ring phonological units. 
The Gaya Urdu Phonology is characterized by complete 
merger of four phonological units (q,5f,z,M) and the partial 
merger of two phonological units (f/x) with the neighboring 
phonological units. This paradigmatic merger is rhown in 
Diagram II-l. 
LCL/LF HCLAIF 
q -> k 
r -> g 
z > j 







DiagramII-1: Paradigmatic Merger of Phonological Units 
The merger of phonological units presented in 
Diagram-II-1, requires some comments. 
Inasmuch as the phonological units'.ihave varying 
communicative load, it should not be surprising if the 
units v/ith low load are wiped out and merge with other 
ittTvobs" that are paradigmatically close to them. And this is 
what happens in the case of Gaya Urdu, where units with low 
communicative load undergo partial or compSiete merger J*i1^h 
^ / 
with units which have high communicative laod. 
In Gaya Urdu, as shown in Diagram Il-rl, phonologocaL 
units q Y 2 s have low communicative load. These units 
are now totally lost in Gaya Urdu. Here we do not find 
any word, in which these units themselves occur. And 
the number of the worfs in which they originally 
occured is also very small. In all these words, they 
have now been replaced by the units k g j s respectively. 
That is, the less frequent units q r z ;^  with low load 
merged completely with units k g j s which enter into a 
large number of words and have high load. 
As for f and x, in Gaya Urdu, these are also less 
frequent units. These units are partially lost in Gaya 
Urdu, The ttinit f itself occurs only in eight words 
(initially in one and finally in seven) whereas X only 
in one word (initially). In all other words, the number of 
which is also small f and x have merged with 1p»eighboring 
frequent units ph and kh respectively. 
Apart from the communicative factor be) ind this 
merger, there lies a paradigmatic factor also. The merger 
of all these units (excluding ^ ) shown in Diagram II-l,has 
got a paradigmatic base. The paradigmatic rationale behind the 
merger of the unit q with k is that for the vertical 
axis "i>ost dorsum" we have only this unit q. Thus, there 
is a lot of pressure on this unit to get merged with some 
neighboring unit so that an extra ajiis is removed. As a 
result, q merges with k. Likewise, the units Y and z in 
order to remove a horizontal voiced axis at aperture-1, 
have merged with the units they are close to namely, g and j. 
Although f and x are at well-established vertical axes, 
namely labial and mid dorsal, their merger with the units 
they are close to take place in accordance with the 
tendency to remove fricatives from aperture-1 and 2, There 
is a drive for elimination of the fricatives from these two 
apertures. Of the fricatives at these apertures, only s is untouch 
ed with a very high frequency. 
The merger of the only unit which does not have a 
paradigmatic rationale is that of ^. It has rahher got a 
physiological rationale. Although all other less frequent 
units, shown in Diagram II-1, merge with neighboring stops, 
the merger of 1^  with heighboring units s, a fricative, can 
also be justified jPhysiolofically. 
Physiologically, of the various vertical axes, the 
apico dental axis is most stable whereas front dorsal is 
least stable in terms of hierarchy of mobility. So, there is 
always a cult to preserve the units at apico-^ental 
axis as well as to lose the units from front dorsal. 
Although, there is a drive for elimination of the fricatives 
from aperture 1 and 2^  the fricative s at aperture-2^ is to be 
preserved as it falls on the axis of apico^ental also. The fircati' 
ve./^ in contrast^ is to be disappeared preferabily since it 
falls on axis of front dorsal. Thus ^ which is paradigmatically 
close to s merges with it to strengthen further its position 
^-3 
The paradigmatic merger of Gaya phonological units 
q t 2' z f X into k ^  js ph kh respectively, discussed above, 
is illustrated with the following examples. The words involving 
both the complete merger and the partial merger are given in 
tabular for«^elow. 
^"1 
Completely Merged Units: 
* 















twenty-seventh letter of 
Urdu alphabet 
first word of some suras of 























































ja; 1 842 
alphabet 
thirteenth letter of Urdu 
alphabet 
* Ftn. For form class and further details/ see Glossary. 
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sixteenth letter of Urdu 
alphabet 
the vowel marker^for I 
old 











































1209 one of the four classes into 















Partially Merged Units: 






































































title bestoi/ed on Muslim 
nobles 
xu:n khgtin 1015 blood 
?6iv 
Note that here as illustrative examples 
we have taker^p only those words in which the merger 
has taken place either only in the: initial position 
or both in the initial and the final position of the 
word. All those words in v;hich the merger has taken 
place only in the final position of the word have 
been left out. parenthetically, it may be noted here 
that the number of the words in which the merger hna 
taken place in the final position only is also very 
small. 
%'? 
Tp sum up Section-A as a whole: (1) Of the sixty-three (63) 
phonological units set up f6r Gaya Urdu, on the basis of both^Diagram l-.lj 
only fifty-three (53) phonoloftLcal units are established on 
•"j^e basis of communicative principles alone. (Cf. Phonemic 
4t,ventory: Diagram 1-4) . (2) The fifty-three (53) phonological 
units based on communication are traditionally known as 'phonemes'. 
A) The validity of these distinctive phonological units (the 
phonemes' ) is established through communicative contrast in 
minimal pairs and sub-minimal pairs. (4) Although, the contrast 
of individual phonological units is restricted to only the 
neighboring units, in principlj»r, the ins^ividual phonological 
units are interrelated with all other units in the fJhonological 
Srid. That is, unlike the phonemes, which are merely listed in 
the Phonemic Inventory, the phonological units presented in the 
G«r(d, express value relations. (5) The decree of communica+ive load 
Varies from unit to unit. In Gaya Urdu, the less frequent units 
qx z ^ f X with low communicative load merge completely or partially 
fjlth the more frequent, paradigmatically close units k g j s ph kh 
with high communicative load. (6) The merger of the units q Y z k' f * 
(having low load with the units k g j s ph kh (having high load ) n 
respectively produces homonyms. The complete merger pridyces more 
iiomonyms than the partial merger. (7) The merger in opposite 
direction , i.e. from high communicative load to low communicatixnv 
Joad is avoided to chfick a pAoblem of large feomonymy. (8) Apart 
from the communicative rationale, thev^erger of aii Gaya Urdu phonolofdbcal 
units s with the neighbouring fricative s, irt—i-s ,physiological 
rationale, (6) Parenthetoal^, it way be noted that it is only 
che units, Perso-j^rabic in their origin, which are less frequent hence 
S1>^  
merges with more frequent, non-perso-^rbic units. 
Section-B Role of Communication in Comibinatory Phonology 
In the previous section, we dealt with the paradigmatic 
relations of phonological units in terms of communication. Xn-t'^ «^  p-^ '^ '^^ *^ ^ 
'^^ honoloflical Units of Gaya Urdu in terms of communication 
under two subsections BI and B2 , below. 
Section Bl: Pair of Words with the Same Phonological Units in 
j&everse 6rder 
The CVC monosyllabic words analysed in this dissertation, 
begin and end with a consonant, except the few words where 
C may be zero, initially and /or finally, C in cvc represent any 
•fc 
of the thirty nine (39) consonants. There are many insances in 
Gaya Urdu, where interchange of initial and final consonants 
bring about a change Ifcn meaning. That is, CI V^2 and C2^'^C1 
involving interchange of consonants sytagmaVically, signals two 
distinct words with different meanings. 
This syntagmatic interchange of consonants is illustrated 
with the help of the following pairs of monosyllabic words. 
9^"! 
C o n s o n a n t s P a i r s of I t e m No» G l o s s 































































*Ftn, For form c l a s s and fu r the r d e t a i l s of meaning/ see Glossary. 
1o 
Consonants Pairs of 
Interchanged v/ords Item Mo. Gloss 
0/n ain 3 8 twenty-fourth letter of the 
Urdu alphabet 






































leaf of a door 




















ci:p 727 press 
P/"^  Pi*^ 99 juice of betel leaf chewed and 
sjiit out 
i<i:p 950 funnel 
"tl 




p/s pi:s 100 piece 
si;p 1160 oyster-shall 
p/s pu;s 110 ninth month of the Hindu 
calendar 
su:p 1186 winnow/ing basket 
p/t port 124 whitewash 
to:p 450 canon 
p/th po:th 125 small glass bead, 
tho;p 47S plaster 
p/t po:t 127 flatter 
to:p 638 hat 
p/r- po:r 134 space between two joints(of the 
body) 




























Consonants Pairs of 




























































































































a kind of pulse eve 
evening 
property 




















































t / j ti: j 434 festival held on the third of 
the lunar fortnight of the 

































































































































Consonants Pairs ot 




















































































Consonants Parrs of 













c i: kh 
khi ;c 






































































































































• g/1 gal 1037 melt 
7? 
Consonants Pairs of 


































customa ry presents at marriage 
and on other festive occasions 







































Consonants Pairs of 



















































Comments on the monosyllabic words presented above: 
(1) The interchange of initial and final consonants in 
maby Gaya Urdu CVC words is distinctive i.e. it changes 
meaning and hence is communicatively oriented, 
(2) Communicative economy through combinatory phonology: 
(i) By way of conclusion of this section* we may 
provide the theoretical rationale for communicative 
facility (with more than one meaningful units), by 
employing the same number of phonological units in 
different orders. The theoretical rationale for this 
communicative facility can be provided in terms of double 
articulation of a language (or dialect)T 
(ii) We may start with the first articulation (grammer) 
in which the singal-meaning units (signes) in a languages 
(pr dialect) interact with one another in speech chain or 
running text, and thus each meaning in these units contributes 
to the expression of a variety of massages from context to 
context. The first articulation provides communicative 
facility or is economical in the sense that only a finite 
number of signes covers all hximan experience, 
(iii) A greater communicative economy is achieved 
at the level of second articulation (phonology) where 
a much smaller number (only a few dozen) of distinctive 
phonological units combine judiciously to keep distinct 
all the signes we need. It minimizes effort on the part 
of memory since small number of phonological units recur 
in different combinations and make the communication easy. 
fox-
The concept of "double articulation" was fully developed 
by the famous French linguist Andre Martinet. (Martinet; 
196^s 22-24) . 
(iv) In the |)honology of Gaya Urdxi, economy in the 
formation of signal-meaning units is achieved by arranging 
the same phonologfcal units in reverse order to form two 
signal-meaning units. 
Section-B2s Communicative Load and the Final Position 
of the Word, 
Here as the title shows, we will be concerned with the 
impact of communicative load on the phonological units in 
the initial and final pas-jiiitions of the monosyllabic words 
in Gaya Urdu, 
The corranunicative load varies at different positions 
of the word. The communicative load at word-initial position 
is maximum whereas it is roinimvun at word-final position. 
As a consequence of this, the phonological units may have 
some distributional limitations. While some phonological 
units may occur in all the positions of the word, other units 
may be (gonfined to either the initial position or the final 
position of the word. Furthermore, even hhough some 
phonological units may occur in all positions of the 
words, they may show skewings in some position in their 
frequency of usage in the monosyllabic words. 
/^3 
The non-random occurrence of the phonological units 
in the initial and the final position of the monosyllabic 
words in Gaya Urdu and the relative frequencies of these units 
in the two positions of the words is explained in terms of 
communicative load in .^ /ttesubsections below. Section (a) deals 
with voicing and voicelessness of the Gaya Urdu consonants 
in the initial and the final position of the word. Section(b) 
takes up the use of aspiration and non-aspiration in the two 
positions of the word. Section (c) deals with the' elimination 
of a consonant from the final consonant cluster. 
B2 (a), Voicing and voicelessness; 
The use of voicing and voicelessness in the initial 
and the final position of the word will be taken up in two 
subsections below. In subsection (a) (i) we will be presenting 
those monosyllabic words, which have undergone devoicing in 
the final position of the word. Later in subsection (a)(ii), 
we take up the frequencies of all voiceless and voiced stops 
in the initial and the final positions of the word. 
(i) Final Devoicing in Monosyllabic words: 
The woEds which have undergone devoicing in the 
final position of the word in Gaya Urdu, are first 
presented in tabular form below. Later comments on 
these words are given. 
!°h 















Sound of a falling 























(1) In all the instances among the above illustrative 
examples devoicing in the final position of the word is 
explicable in terms of communicative load. The need 
for keeping distinctions apart is maximxim in the initial 
position of the word. This need i€ progressivaly l^ s^&^ ned 
wiieft-we meve towards. This need is progressively lessened 
when we move towards second, third, etc, unit. In the 
final position, this is minimum. Voicing which involves an 
additional articulator, larynx, require more control and 
effort on the part of the speakers. This control or effort 
is lessened by dropping the voicing in the final position 
of the word where the communicative load is minimum. 
Ftb. For form class and further details^ see Glossary, 
/i'.S 
(2) In the above examples, the devoicing does not 
create homonymy in four words at all. In case of item 
naxd(h) 'yoke' we get two words in the language, namely, 
na:th 'yoke', najdh 'yoke'. To avoid confusion the voicing 
in item is alternately presented. However, when item ¥a:yad 
perhaps is devoiced we get originally two honpnyms, namely, 
salt 'perhaps* (Adv.), sait 'set in order* (V). This 
homonymy can perhaps be justified in that the two words 
differ in form classes and could be easily separated from 
one another in their clearly distinct contexts, 
(ii) Voicelessness and Voicing in the Initial 
and Pinal f^ odition of the Vord: Frequency Count 
Here we will be highlighting the differences in 
the frequencies of voiceless and voiced stops in the initial 
and the final position of the monosyllabic words. But it may be 
iStated that the frequency count presented here is limited to 
only the unaspirated stops. The study of both the aspirated 
and unaspirated stops will be taken up latdr in our doctoral 
research^ 
The frequencies of voiceless and voiced unaspirated 
stops of Gaya Urdu in word-initial and final position 
is given in Table II-2.(Explanatory) comments on the table 
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Comments on Table II-2: 
(1) As stated earlier, the voicing and voicelessness 
among the unaspirated stops is subjected to frequency count 
in the initial and tJie final position of the word, 
(2) The voiceless stops compared here are p t b c k; 
their voiced counterpairts counted here are b d d j g. 
(3) The voiced stops are produced by an additional 
articulator (larynx) than their Voiceless coginterparts. 
Being therefore more complex phonological units in 
terms of other orienting-principles, the voiced stops 
should be disfavored in comparison to voiceless stops. 
The preference for voiceless stops over the voiced stops (in 
terms of fewer articulators) is clearly shown by the figures 
given in the bottom row (total) of the table. Of the total 
occurrences 1144, 681 (approximately 60%) are voiceless stops 
and 463 (nearly 4096) are voiced stops. The ratio of 
voiceless and voiced stop is therefore 3:2. 
(4) The communicative factor: It is well known that 
the first phonological unit of a word carries the maximum 
communicative load of that word as we proceed to the 
second, third etc. units, their communicative load is 
progressively lessned. Looked at from this angle,the last 
foh 9-
unit of a word carries the minimxjin cornmunicative load for 
that word. We, therefore, predict that the voicelessness, 
which is preferred over voicing, for reasons stated above, 
will have additional preference in the final position of 
the word that carries the minimxim communicative load. On 
the contrary, the initial stops which carries the maximum 
communicative load in the word, would use more than average 
voicing for distinctiveness. 
(5) Even a cursory glance at the table confirms our 
expectations. Thus of the 5 37 instances of final stops, 357 
instances of final stops 3 ^ (approximately 70%) are voiceless 
and only 162 (nearly 30%) are voiced. The voiceless-voiced 
ratio comes out to be 7:3, Thus, there is an increase of 10% 
in the voicelessness at the expense of voicing in the 
word final position. 
(6) In the initial position, on the contrary, the 
voiced stops compete well with their voiceless counterparts.Of 
the 607 occurrences of initial stops, 306 are voiceless and 
301 are voiced, nearly a fifty-fifty figure. The communicative 
factor plays a clear role here. 
(7) As explained in (4) above, the communicatively 
least important final position of the word is best suited 
for the leadt complex phonological units such as 
voiceless stops which are clearly favored over the 
/o / 
voiced stops. As shown by the figures, this skewing in favo^ ^ 
of voiceless^tops is partial in Gaya Urdu<, But when all the 
voiced stops are «liminated in the word-final position , as it 
happens in New High German, there is a total skewing in 
favojfet; of voiceless stops. This total skewing, clearly motivated 
by communication, is termed "neutralization" by Tr^ubetzJfoy 
(Cf. TrObetzkoy; 1969 « 228), 
B2 (b) Aspiration and Non-aspiration 
Here too, like B2 (a) we first will be going through 
the monsyllabic words which have undergone deaspiration in the 
word-final position and then we will be highlighting the 
frequencies of all unaspirated and aspirated sounds in the 
initial and the final positions of the word, 
(i) Final Deaspiration in Monosyllabic Words 
Monosyllabic words with final deaspiration, can be 
divided into two categories: 
( alif ) Monosyllabic Words with Initial Unaspirated stpj^ s 
Here first we present in a tabular form, the 
monosyllabic words of Gaya Urdu with initial unaspirated stops 
in which deaspiration has taken place in the word final 
position. Comments on the words,later. 
tto 










































be fed up 
Vaccination 
pick out 












(1) There is a communicative rationale behind the 
deaspiration in the final position of all the words illustrated 
above. Aspiration too, like voicing involves an extra articulator, 
lar]^ nx. And any kind of complexity attached with units is 
always lessened in the word final ppsition where the communicative 
load is minimum as the need for keeping distiictions apart is 
very low in that position. 
/ / / 
(2) In the examples given above, the deasplration in 
the final position does not bring about homonyray in six words 
at all. In case of items hath 'obstinacy* and sa:th 'along with' 
the aspiration is alternately presented to avoid confusion 
and we get two words for each item. For hath •obstinacy' we 
have hat and hath , Similarly, for Sa:tJnt 'along with' we have 
sast and sa:th. However when the item patch 'vaccination' undergo 
deasplration, we get two homonyms, namely, pa:c 'vaccination' 
(Nm) and pa:c 'five (Adj.). Similarly with the deasplration of 
KasclJ, ^ skimVe get homonyms, namely, ka:c 'skim' (v) and 
kas c 'glass (Nm.) Since the homonyms resulting from the 
deaspiration^each word, just mentioned, differ in form 
classes and could be easily separated from one another 
in their clearly distinct contexts, they do not much pose the 
problem of homonoymy. 
(be) Monosyllabic Words with Initial Aspirated ^ Jtops: 
Deaspiratien of the Pinal Stop 
In this subsection, first the deasplration in 
the final position is exemplified with the help of the 
following Gaya Urdu monosyllabic words, aspirated initially. 
The comments on these words are given after the 
exemplification. 
//x 












































































(1) Here too, like in the words illustrated in 
the previous subsection, the deaspiration in the final position 
can be explained in terms of communication.Aspiration,involving 
an extra articulator is dropped in the final position of the 
word which carries minimum communicative load of that word. 
*Ftn. For form class and further details^ see glossary 
//'i 
(2) In the above examples, in eight words , the 
deaspiration in the final position does not create homonoymy at 
all. In case of item tha:th 'plenty', we get two words that , 
thath with the same meaning. Here# the aspiration is alternately 
presented to avoid confusion. In case of items bhu:k (h) 
•hunger' and chath 'name ofc^ Hindu festival ' the deaspiration 
in the final position results in horaonymy in Gaya Urdu. The 
homonyms due to the deaspiration in the final position in 
bhujk (h) 'hunger' are bhujk 'hunger (NfT and bhu:k (v) 'bark' 
And the nomonyms in case of chath 'name of a Hindu festival OJKJL 
and chat 'be dispersed' (V). These homonyms resulting from the 
deaspiration of bhu»k (h) and cha:th differ in their form 
classes and could be easily distinguished from one another 
in different contexts which justifies their creation. 
(3) Grassman*s La$V applies here in a reverse order 
since it is the second or the final aspirated stops which become 
deaspirated instead of the fijfst or the initial one in the 
above Gaya Urdu monosyllabic words. The justification for 
Grassman' s Law in reverse order comes from both communication 
and physiology, 
(4) In terras of communicative load, we have 
already explained above that aspiration in the word-final 
position is disfavored. 
tltf 
(5) Physiologically, aspirated units are disfavored 
in the final position and favored in the initial position of 
the word, as for the aspirated units we have to exhale the 
air which we get available in the lungs. In the initial position 
of the word, we have more air in the lungs than in the 
final position* 
(ii) Aspiration and Non-aspiration in the Initial 
and the Final Position of the Word: Frequency Ctount, 
Here we will be dealing with the differences in 
the frequencies of unaspirated and aspirated stops both 
voiceless and voiced, in the initial and the final 
position of the monosyllabic words. 
The frequencies of unaspirated and aspirated 
stops of Gaya Urdu in word-initial and final positions are 
presented in Table II-3, (Explanatory) comments on the 
table are presented below. 
Comments on Table II-3: 
(1) As stated earlier, the aspirated and unaspirated 
stops, both voiceless and voiced are considered for frequency 
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(2) The unaspirated and aspirated stops counted 
here are p b t d t d c j k g and ph bh th dh th dh ch Hh 
• • • • 
kh gh respectively. 
(3) The aspirated stops involve an additional articulator 
laeynx in their production than their unaspirated counterparts. 
The aspirated stops in comparison to their aspirated counterparts 
are disfavored phonological units as they involve more complexity 
in terms of other orienting-principle. The bottom row (total) of 
the Table II-2 clearly shows through its figures the preference 
for unaspirated stops over the aspirated stops (in terms of fewer 
versus more articulators). Of the total number of 1582, 1144 
are approximately 72%) are unaspirated stops and 438 (nearly 28%) 
are aspirated stops. The ratio of unaspirated and aspirated 
stop is therefore 7:3. 
(4) The communicative facior: Now we know it very well 
'\A, 
that the last phonological unit of a word carries minimum 
communicative load of that word. Therefore, non-aspiration 
which is preferred over aspiration, for reasons stated earlier, 
would be additionally preferred in the final position of the word c 
/Carries the minimum communicative load. On the contrary, the 
initial stops which carry the maximum communicative load in 
the word, would use more than average aspiration for 
distinctiveness. 
(5) Even a quick glance at the table confirms our 
expectations. Of the 565 instances of the final stops, 537 
(approximately 81%) are unaspirated, and only 128 (nearly 19%' 
are aspirated. The unaspirated-aspirated ratio comes out to be 
here 8:2 , Thus there is an increase of 15% in the non-
aspiration at the expense of aspiration in the word-final 
position. 
(6) Like voiced stops, aspirated stops also require 
an extra articulator (larynx) than their unaspirated counter-
parts. As such we may expect aspirated stops to compete well with 
the unaspirated stops in the initial position of the word, 
which carries the maximum communicative load. But, physiologically, 
aspirated stops are more complex than the voiced stops. In the 
production of voiced stops, only vocal cords , which are very 
sensitive and very mobile, vibrate. Hence voicing does not 
require much energy. On the contrary in the production of 
aspirated stops puff of breath is emitted from the lungs 
through the oral cavity. This requires a great deal of 
energy. In Gaya Urdu in the initial position, of the 917 
occurrences, 607 (approximately 6©4) are unaspirated and 
310 (nearly 34%) are aspirated stops which clearly show 
that physiologically aspiration is disfavored owing to i$S 
I 
great deal of energy requirement, 
B2 (c), Elimination of Consonant from the Final Cluster 
Here we concern ourselves with voiced stops with 
their respective homorganic nasals in the final position of 
the word. The elimination of voiced stops after the homorganic 
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Comments on Table II-4 
(1) As stated above here we deal only with voiced stops 
forming clusters with their respective homorganic nasals in the 
final position of the word. 
(2) The final clusters taken here are-mb, -nd, -nd , 
-nj and ?ig. The cluster -rrib has only been taken to show that 
we have no word for this cluster in Gaya Urdu. 
^3) Consonant clusters require manipulation of the 
small apertures. They are at closer apertures, in comparison 
to CVC combination and are.therefore disfavored in terms of 
other orienting-principles (large change of apertures versus 
small change of apertures), 
(4) For the reasons stated above, the clusters will 
be more disfavored in the final position where the communicative 
load is minimum. They are likely to be simplified in that 
position. That is elimination of a consonant from the final 
cluster will take place. 
(5) The bottom tow (total) of the table given here is 
clearly in favor of our predictions. Thus, of the total 57 
instances, only 13 clusters survive in Gaya Urdu and 44 clusters 
get simplified. That is 44 voiced stops are eliminated after 
their homorganic nasals. Being the last phonological units of the 
final clusters, it is of course, the voiced stops which get eliminated, 
tU) 
(6) Of all the final clusters/ the aplco dental 
clusters are likely to be preserved. The rationale for this 
preservation comes from another orienting-principle. 
Physiologically'^ the apico-^ental axis is most favored in 
terms of hierarchy of mobility. Thus, the phonological units 
falling on this axis are also to be favored. And this is what 
happens ,in Gaya Urdu, In case of -nd, the number of clustSrs 
preserved is 7: which is highest among all the numbers for 
preserved clusters. 
(7) Parenthetically, it may be noted that while 
-mb, -ng are simplified to m and n in the final position of 
the word in English, the apico-alveolar cluster - nd is 
preserved in that language. 
To summarize Section-B as a wholes 
(1) More than one meaningful units may be created by 
interchange of same phonological units. Economy in 
the formation of signal-meaning units (signes) is 
adhieved by arranging units in reverse order in combinatory 
phonology. (2) The communicative load is progressively lessened 
as we move from the initial to the final/load whereas 
the finals carry minimvim communicative laod. (3) All kinds 
of complexity attached with the xinits in the final position 
is avoided because of very less need to keep distinctions apart 
in that position. (4) As a result, voicing and aspiration which 
involve an additional articulator (larynx) are disfavored in the 
word-final i>o«ltlon. (5) In Gaya Urdu, in many monosyllabic words. 
f^f 
devolcing and deaspiration takes place in the final position. 
Because of the rationale, given above* even the Grassmen's Law 
takes place in reverse order in Gaya Urdu. (6) Grassman's Law 
in reverse order also gets motivation from another orienting-principl€ 
physiological Mechanism, where in the production of aspirated 
phonological units we exhale air from lungs which is more 
available for initials than it is for the finals, (7) Even 
a cursory?" glance at the figures of Gaya Urdu shows 
definite preference of the voiceless units over the Voiced units 
and of the unaspirated units over the aspirated in the word-
final pKDSition. In Gaya Urdu, their is a partial 'neutralization' 
of voiceless-voiced contrast (in favor of voiceless stops) in 
word-final position. In some other languages, this contrast 
become totally neutralized. Trubetzkoy's concept of neutralization' , 
thus is explicable in terms communication. (8) The clusters 
being difficult with two consonants are simplified in the 
word.final position. 
/IX^  
Section -C; Homonymy 
Horaonymy is a communicative problem which we take 
up here in a separate section. Homonymy means a process 
where a word becomes the same in form as another, but remains 
different in meaning. Thus, it creates a communicative 
problem for the speakers of the language. Although, certain 
amount of homonymy is tolerated in a language, a large 
scale homonymy is avoided. Changes in a language are likely 
to occxar largely in non-homonymous contexts. Even a favorable 
process or change does not occur to avoid it. 
In the following two sections CI and C2 , we will take 
drop of nasalization in non-honomymous context and preservation 
of aspiration in homonymous context respectively. 
Section - CI; Drop of Nasalization in Non-homonymous context. 
In Gaya Urdu, we have a dichotomy of oral vowels 
versus nasalized vowels. In many words in Gaya Urdu, nasali-
zation is dropped in non-homonymous context which are illustrated 
with the help of the following examples in a tabular form „ > 
(Explanatory) comments are given after the presentation of 
illustrative examples. 
/:L\ 











































































CD In the above examplj^ es, nasalization takes place, 
(2) As we use an additional articulator of velum, in 
the production of nasalized vowels, they are less favored 
than their oral counterparts (in terms of more articulator 
versus fewer articulator). 
t^k 
(3) What is significant conimunicatively in 
Gaya Urdu is the fact that in many words, the 
nasalization id dropped where its elimination does not 
create homonymy. All instances presented above are sach 
words of Gaya Urdu. 
Section-C2: Preservation of Aspiration in 
Homonymous context. 
As said earlier, in Section B2 (b), aspiration involve 
an additional articulator (larynx), which is dropped 
in word-final position because of very low communicative 
lead in -Jihat position. But, many words in Gaya Urdu have 
retained their aspiration in the final position in 
homonymous context. These Saya Urdu monosyllabic words are pre 
sented below in a tabular form. After their presentation, 








































































203 Indian fig tree 
42 3 look 
1221 dry ginger 
Comments: 
(1) Aspirated phonological units are produced with the 
help of an extra articulator* larynx. This use of extra 
articulator in the production of aspirated units is disfavored in 
word-final position because of less need to keep aspirate-
unaspirated distinctions apart in that position. 
(2) Yet, in Gaya Urdu,all the instances among the above 
examples , aspiration in the final position is preserved. 
tu. 
(3) If the woEds of Column I drop their aspiration 
in the final position, they will become like the words of 
Column II and there will be a great problem of homonymy. 
To avoid this problem, the words of Colioran I preserve their 
aspiration in homonymous contexts. 
/y 
Section-D: Summary and Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have made an attempt to assess 
the role of communication in the phonology of Gaya Urdu, 
That was done by examining the non-random character of 
phonological units at both the syntagmatic and the 
paradigmatic levels. 
In Section-A/ devoted to paradigmatic aspect of 
Gaya Phonology, we first provide the communicative 
justification for most of the phonological units presented 
in the Grid (Diagram I~3). We also dealt with paradigmatic 
merger caused by the communicative loado 
In Section-B, we examined the combinatory pattern 
of the phonological units that was clearly motivated by 
communication. Through pairs of v/ords, it was shov/n hov/ 
interchange of consonants in CVC words created the change 
of meaning. Even more significantly, v;e examined the 
preference for voiceless stops over the voiced stops and 
the favoring of unaspirated stops over aspirated stops in 
the word-final position, and showed that the tilt in favor 
of devoicing and deaspiration in the word-final position 
was motivated by the low communicative load at that position^ 
The simplification of consonant clusters in the final 
position of the word was also shown to be motivated by 
communication. 
In Section-C, dealing with homonymy we have first 
shown how -t^asalization is eliminated from nasalized vowels 
in non-homonymous contexts. In the context of homonymy. 
/ ^ ^ 
however, just the opposite takes place, Although, the 
unaspirated consonants are highly disfavored in the 
word-final position for more than one reasons, the 
aspiration of the final aspirated c .nsonants is maintained 
to avoid homonymy. 
To conclude; (1) Most of the phonological units 
in Gaya Urdu are established through communicative contrast 
in ..minmal pairs, (2) The communicative load is noL the same 
for all phonological lonits. It varies from unit to unit. 
The phonological units with least communicative load are 
likely to merge with the paradigmatically appropriate units. 
But, the merger resulting in large scale homonymy, is 
avoided. (3) The phonological units can be used in various 
combinations and even in interchangable order, as spparate 
signals for the signal-meaning units(the signes)in Gaya Urdu. 
For effective, successful communication, the multiplicity of 
signals is thus achieved by an economic use of the phonolo-
gical units in combinatoryphonology, (4) Initial position 
of the word is communicatively most important. In ccjntraGt 
the last phonological unit of the word carries the minimum 
commianicative load. As a result, there is a partial -vuiiAtra-
lization of voiceless-voiced contrast (in favor of voiceless 
stops) and of unaspirated and aspirated contrast (in favor 
of unaspirated stops) in Gaya Urdu, This word final position 
contrast is totally neutralized in some other languages, 
for communicative reasons. Thus, Trubetzkoy's concept of 
neutralization can be expalined in terms of communication 
(5) There is a definite preference for xinaspirated stops 
/ ^ 
over aspirated stops in word-final position. This tilt for 
unaspirated stops becomes almost total, if the word begins 
with an aspirated stop. This Grassman's Law in reverse is 
also partially motivated by communication. 
/3 
CHAPTER III : SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A phonological analjisis of monosyllabic words of 
Gaya Urdu has been presented in this dissertation, v/ith 
a view to showing the role of physiology in the making of 
the phonological units (Chapter l), and the role of communi-
cation in both the makeup and the non-random distribution of 
phonological units (chapter II), 
The physiological makeup of phonological units is 
taken up by first introducing the articulators and the degrees 
of apertures/ the two axes for setting up the phonological 
units of a language, in the first two sections of Chapter-I. 
Section-A on Articulators is there to highlight 
that it is the four articulators, namely^labium, tongue, 
velxim and larynx which play an active role by shaping and 
generally exciting the cavity and also to show that apex 
of the tongue has got a priority over all other supraglottal 
articulators in terms of hierarchy of mobility. It has also 
been stated there that larynx^with its highly sensitive 
vocal cords^ is actually the most mobile articulator; of 
the vocal tract. 
In Section-B, the degrees of aperture are discussed 
and subjected to tv\?o broad divisions. The first one divides 
the apertures into absolutly defined, smaller, constriction 
afjertures (0 through 2) |nd relative, larger, opening apertures 
(3 through most open). The second division draws a line 
between 3 and 4 and puts aiJerture 3 alongwith 0, 1 and 2. 
/.v 
The speech seconds above this line are known as 'consonants' 
whereas the sounds below the line are 'vowels'. 
In the third Section (Section-C), the phonological 
units of Gaya Urdu, set up in terms of the two physiological 
axes, are presented in the Phonological Grid of this language 
and later cohimented upon. It is demonstrated there that the 
simplication of the clusters takes place in the final 
position of the word. Toward the end of that chapter, homonymy 
a communicative problem, is also taken up with a view to 
showing IJpw homonymy are subjected to communicative constraints. 
By way of conclusion, we may present the following points: 
(1) Of the total ntirriber of sixty-three (63) phonological units 
set up for Gaya Urdu , thirty-nine (39) are consonants 
and twenty-four (24) are vowels. (2) The make up of these 
phonologic al units gets motivation by the orienting-principles. 
Communication and Physiological Mechanism. Other orienting-
pr inciples also motivate the make-up of these units but they 
are beyond the scope of the present study. Most of these 
units of Gaya Urdu are established with the help of the 
principle of contrast and then are placed on the various 
phpnological axes determined by the Physiological Mechanism. 
(3) Communication is crudial in validating most ,of the i) communication is cruoiai in validating most ,of tne 
lonological units/(traditional 'phonemes') are establi pho'nological units/(traditional 'phonemes') are established 
through communicative contrast in minimal and sub-minimal ^^ ^^* 
only ten (10) phonological units (positional variants) ^TTi...<.:t 
are not established through communicative criterion. They 
are established on the basis of physiology alone. (4) 
Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu is basically 
different from the phonemic Inventory that may 
/3 
be established for this dialect in terms of the distributional 
criteria used in traditional American linguistics. The 
phonemes listed in the Inventory are to be established 
through distributional criteria. But they actually are 
established through contrast in minimal and sub-minimal 
pairs. In contradistinction, the phonological units^ in the 
Grid are openly established on the basis of meaning criterion, 
for communication, one of our orienting-principles justifies 
the use of meaning in phonological analysis. (5) Unlike the 
phonemes which are merely listed in the Phoraemic Inventory, 
the phonological lonits presented in the Grid express inter-
relatedness. The Grid highlights the value interrelationship 
of these units. Furthermore, the phonetic substance of 
these units is determined by their articulatory characteristics. 
Thus, phonetic substance and phonological value are weighed 
on equal scales in the present linguistic analysis. (6) Physio-
logy plays a role in combinatory phonology also but it is 
beyond the scope of the present stiady (as v/ell as other 
orienting principles play role in the non-random distribution 
of phonological units in the combinatory phonology). 
(7) In combinatory phonology, however, the impact of communi-
cation on the distribution of phonological units is quite 
significant in Gaya Urdu, For effective, successful communica-
tion, multiple signals of the signal-meaning units are 
created by pnttincj the same phonological- Uiiits in different 
orders- in a syntagm. Further, the preference for voiceless 
units over their voiced counterparts and- the unaspirated 
units over their aspirated counterparts ia remarkable in 
/2>5 
the word-final position which carries minimum communicative 
load. (8) Modern Standard Urdu, as well as some of it:; 
impottant dialects, have been analyzed from the stand^ooint 
of descriptive linguistics. Phonetic and phonological 
descriptions have also been written for Stnadard Urdu and 
for Deccani Urdu, Delhi Urdu, Bihar Urdu etc. Based on 
selective data, these words simply present the phonemic 
analysis in the framework of traditional linguistics. The 
phonological analysis presented here, departs radically from 
the traditional analysis in that here v/e provide the 
explanation of the non-random distribution of phonological 
units in both their paradigmatic interrelationship in thn 
Grid and their combinatory characteristics in the syntagm, 
in terms of Communicative Intent and Physiological i^ fechanism. 
The evidence that we have presented for the establishment 
of the Phonological Grid in Gaya Urdu, with sixty-three(63) 
units, and for their non-random occurence in the various 
positions of the monosyllabic word, in terms of the phonological 
principles of Form-Content Linguistics, seems to prove the 
validity of our analysis beyond reasonable doubt, 'n^ is 
dissertation may not only explain the innf^ r mpchanism of the 
Gaya Urdu Phonology, but may also contrii^ ii'-^ ' t^ our under-
standing of phonological theory that presenth now procedures 
for the validity of phonological units, and t u-ir non-random 
distributional patterns. 
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Gloe39:iv—Of Monosyllabic Words In Gaya Urdu; 
The following glossary is based on monosyllabic words 
collected from Gaya, a city in Bihar, These words have been 
collected from the members of a particular community Using 
Urdu as their mother tongue (or native language). 
The following glossary includes only those monosyllabic 
words which occur only as free forms. All other kinds of 
forms are not being included in the glossary. 
The glossary includes the words belonging to the 
form classes# namely# nouns, pronouns, verbs, adverbs, 
adjectives, pre-positions.post-positions, conjunctions, 
interjection^ particles and atixilaries. 
In the entire glossary, there are five columns for each 
entry . The first column is of serial number which indicates 
on which number the particular item is occuring in the lexicon 
The second column is of Urdu drthography which shows how 
the same entry is written in Urdu drthography. It should be 
pointed out here that Urdu orthography used in the glossary 
takes into account Standard Urdu equivalents also. These 
the 
standard Urdu equivalents have been written in/glossary 
on the left side of the coliimn MA P<\^aAatWo « 
Third column is of the entires, written in terms 
of the phonological units of the phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu 
/3^ 
(Diagram 1-3). Thus the forms which have the difference 
of even only one phonological unit with the same meaning are 
being given the status of separate entties. The forms which 
are related somehow are being compared from one another 
in order to show .Z the relatedness between them. 
The fourth column is of form classes to which each 
of the entry of the present glossary belongs • 
Abbreviations used for the different form classes are 
as follows: 
Form Class Abbreviation 
Noun N 
Noun (male) Nm 










The fnWTl&h and the last col\amn is of gloss of the 
entttes in English, 
/i, 0 
As said earlier* the entries are written in terms of the 
phonological units of Gaya Urdu. Thus , the alphabetical OAdiefcin 
wlkich the entries are being listed in the glossary is in 
accordance with the order of the phonological units 
put in the (Phonological Grid of Gaya Urdu (Diagram I«r3) with 
some difference. The vowels are being taken first and their 
order is not the same as it is in the Grid, Rather it 
corresponds to that of the vowel series in Devanagari script. 
The alphabetical order of the entries in the glossary is 
as follows: 
Vowels: 
a a: I i: U ui e e: ai o o:. au 













































Note that order of the phonological units presented 
above is similar to that of the letters in Devanagri 
/v 
alphabet with some modifications. Here, the consonants start from 
end 
labials and/at dorsals. In Devanejri script, in contrast, 
they begin with dorsals and end at labials. The last series 
of consonants ia also in a reverse order here in comparison 
with that of Devanagri. 
/^x^ 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography En t r i e s 
1. 4^ 1 ab 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
Adv now/ presently 















































end/ utmost extent 
interior, secret 
body 
be held, contained; 
be filled up 
be obstinate; oppose 
come/ arrive 


















/ ( , ! 
S e r i a l Urdu 
^o« Orthography E n t r i e s 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
19. oi a:h Nf sigh, lamentation 
20. f^ a:r Nf covering, barrier 
21. Inc Nm inch 
22. l/l Is Pron this 
23. t/l i: Pron this 
24. C^;>J i.-d Nf Eid: a Muslim festival 
25. (J:.>|;v^ J i:t 
(cf. 'ijt) 
Nf brick 
26. (^ >*% Ub 
(cf. u:b) 
be fedup; be angry, 
dissatisfied 
2 7 . 
2 8 . 
2 9 . 
3 0 . 
3 1 . 
3 2 , 















u ; (cf . wah) 
u : b 
(cf . Ub:) 
Pron those, them 








he, she, it 
be fed up; be angrv 
dissatisfied 
34. C'^l u:n Nm wool 
/^<r 
Serial Urdu 









37. (v^VJ aib Nm fault; vice 
38. it)i:/J airi N twenty-fourth letter 
of the Urdu alphabet. 
39. (^J)k^ aith 






41. (O?OJI o: 
(cf. o;h) 
Interj exclamation of pain 
42. (d}P)<!^i^ o:t Nm 
(cf. bho:t, bo:t) 
vote 
43. </^ l o:s Nf dew 
44. 091 Oih 
(cf. o:) 






cover with, put on, 
wear 
47. (i!^}\)it9\ aut V be boiled; boil 
4 8 . J,^)J>' 
49. ( J,OJ>' 
aug V 
(cf. augh, aun) 
aun V 
(cf. ciugh, aug) 
doze, feel drowsiness 
doze, feel drowsiness 
/v^ 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No, , Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
bO. v^> aur 
(cf, au) 
Conj and 

















mucus/ dysentric stool 
brick 
55. U9\ u: Interj interjection of interrogation 
5 6 . 
5 7 . 
5 8 . 
5 9 . 
6 0 . 
6 1 . 
6 2 . 
6 3 . 































turn upside down 
doze/ feel drowsiness 
leaf of a door 
be filled; be irriga-
ted (fields etc.). 
be remitted; agree 
be digested 
assembly of five men 
be cooked, ripened 
Ikk 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 












68, pal V be reared, brought up 
69. / par Nm feather/ wing 
7 0 . 
7 1 . 
7 2 . 
7 3 . 
7 4 . 
7 5 . 
7 6 . 
7 7 . 














p a : 
pa:p 
p a r t 
pa:n 
p a : t 
o 
p a : t 









fall, drop, lie down 
read, study-







7 9 . 
8 0 . 
8 1 . 











Ser ia l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 




83. cTl pa:s Adv. near 
84. Adv fiirther bank, 
opposite shore/ 
other side 
85. 'A pa:r Nm border or hem of a 
woman's Sari 
8 6 . 
8 7 . 
8 8 . 
8 9 . 









p i t 
• 
p i s 







be beaten; get a 
beating. 
be ground, crushed 
rush against, jostle 
violently 




93. (^)u^ pi:b 
(cf. pi:p) 
Nm pus 
94. C^ pi;t Nm gall-bladder 
9 5 . jfc/ p i : t 
'"• (cf. pi:k) 
Nm juice of the betel 
leaf chewed or 
sp i t out 
96. pi It beat, thrash, strike 
Ik"^ 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 








*'" (cf. pi:t) 
Nm 
Nm 
rice gruel, starch 
juice of betel leaf 
chewed and spit out, 
100. art pi:s Nm piece 
101. ur^r pi:s V gnash, grind 























p u i t 
pu:ch 
















ninth month of the 
Hindu calendar 
111, pe: N third letter of the 
Urdu alphabet 
112. t pe; Nf pay 
^kf 
Serial Urdu 
No, Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
113. pe:t Nm stcanach 
114. 9^ pe:c Nm screw 
115. pe:s Nm vowel marker for U 




^r pe:r Nm tree 
118. cJr*)/^ pe:r V crush, squeeze, grind 
119. (^\.)^ paip Nm pipe 
120. J/. paik Nm pack 
121. 
^ 
paik Nm one who runs with a 
tazia(after fulfil-










124. oi po:t V plaster with mud; 
whitewash 
125. ii po:th Nm small glass bead; 
a kind of embroidery 
126. U po:t Nm bulb of garlic or 
of onion. 
127. U po:t V flatter 
t^o 
S e r i a l Urdu 








































space between two 
joints (of the body) 
young plants, sapling 
pole 
-T "' £ plya:j Nf onion 
138. t/U pya:s 



















142. i^ pa:w Nm foot/ leg 
/5.7 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
1 4 3 . 
1 4 4 . 
ct<> 
Uv 







expanded hood or 
neck of a snake 
145. M phat V be torn, split 
146. Ji phak N sound; instant, momentariness 
1 4 7 . 
1 4 8 . 
1 4 9 . 
1 5 0 . 
1 5 1 . 
1 5 2 . 
1 5 3 . 
1 5 4 . 
1 5 5 . 
1 5 6 . 
1 5 7 . 





















pha : r 
p h i t 
* 
p h i r 
ph i r 











be caught, entrapped 
fruit 
bear f r u i t ; produce 
leap/ jvunp. 
division, breadth 
bit, piece, slice 
chuck(dry grain, 
powder) into the 
mouth from the palm 







S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
159. J>*i phi:k Adj tasteless,faded 
160. (^ phut be broken. 
































blow, set on fire 
old dry grass or 
straw. 
168. J4 phu : l Nm flower 
169. 0^ phu : l V blossom, bloom 
170. cJ)4 phe: Nm twenty-sixth letter 
of the Urdu alphabet, 
171. C ^ phe:n Nm foam 
172. (^>^, Phe:t V beat up into froth; 
mix. 
173. phe:k V throw, fling. 
/ft 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 





























turn round; return 
be spread, expand 
break, split 
army 
fall(of a Sari) 
chuck(dry grain, 
powder) into the 
mouth from the palm 









































be made, formed 
fastened, closed, sh 
fastened, shut, 
closed 
tripe, part of the 
wall of the stomach 
of an ox or cow used 
as food 
/CV 
S e r i a l Urdu 














be saved/ escaped. 
be sounded/ played 
upon. 








































V chatter, babble 












be perfumed, scented, 
flow, float 
strength, might 
coil, twist, turn 
burn; be lighted 
Indian fig tree 
elder, superior 
rise, prosper, grow. 
rf^ 
S e r i a l Urdu 
NOj Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
206. -L ba:p Nm father 
207. H ik)(^. ba;m (cf. bli:h) Nm 
hand, arm 
208. r^  ba;m Nm balm 
209. ba:t Nf talk, conversation, 
matter. 
210. (M>'^- ba:d Adv. afterwards, 
subsequently 
211. c/i ba;n Nm arrow 
2 1 2 . CfiJiijcJl bajn 
(cf. bS:dh) 
V bind, tie, fasten 
213. M bast Nf path 
214. ba:t Nm weight 
215. (iAU'^ ^ ba:t 
(cf! ba:t) 
twist, twine 
216. av^^. ba:c V pick out^separate; 
choose, select 
217, CA)^^. basj N hawk, female falcon 
218. 01)^1 ba: j Adv back, again 
219. <'C/l)Ji ba:g Nm garden 
220. it ba:gh Nm tiger 
/{i 
S e r i a l Urdu 





















2 2 3 . 
2 2 4 . 
2 2 5 . 
2 2 6 . 
2 2 7 . 
2 2 8 . 
2 2 9 . 









b a : l 
b a : l 
b a : r 
b a : r 




























-crowing(of a cock) 
smell, odour/ 
perfiome. 
ear or spike of corn 
hair 
time, turn 
kindle, light, fire 
flood 
Postp without 
be picked up; be 
cleaned 
weave, knit 





pass; be fall 
ISJ 
Ser ia l Urdu 
No^ Orthography Entries 
237. J:. bi:n 
2 3 8 . 
2 3 9 . 
2 4 0 . 
2 4 1 . 
2 4 2 . 
2 4 3 . 
2 4 4 . 
2 4 5 . 
2 4 6 . 
2 4 7 . 












b i : t 
• 
b i : c 
b i : c h 
b i : j 
b i : g 
(cf. : 
b i i s 
but 
but 






V _pick, gather 
Nf dung(especially of 
birds)• 
Nm middle, centre 
V gather/ pick up, 
Nf seed 
V throw away 
Adj twenty 
Nm idol 
V be extinguished 
Nm Wednesday 
Nm the Buddha 
V weave, knit 
(cf. bin) 
249, (>V.)c^ bUn (cf. bu:d) 
Nf drop 
250. bUjh V be put out, 
extinguished 
251. Jt bUk Nf book 
tir 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No_; Orthography Entries 
252. J bUk 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
V pound/ powder 
253. bu: Nf odor, smell 
254. (^)C!/, bu:t 
(cf. but) 
V be extinguished 
255. bu:t Nm boot 
256. {0'i)<li bu:t Nm chick-pea 
2 57. H bu: j h V understand; conceive 
258. 
^ 
beiic Nm bench 























be : s 
b e : l 
b e : l 







wood apple; Bel 
roll into a flat 
cake 
AC? 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
268. /f.. be:r 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
Nm morning, dawn 









































































be fastened, tied; 
be closed. 
A ^ 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography En t r i e s 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
2 8 3 . 
2 8 4 . 
2 8 5 . 
2 8 6 . 
2 8 7 . 
2 8 8 . 
2 8 9 . 
2 9 0 . 
2 9 1 . 













b a ; t 
• 
b a : t 
• 
(cf. ba j t ) 
• b a ; j h 
ba :g 
(cf, ba:n) 


























sound of a falling 
body on soft ground 
293. M bhak N blast, flash. 
294. cr^ bhas V float, go down; be drowned. 
295. A bhar Part, full, complete 
296. A bhar be filled; fill^ store 
/6/ 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
297. yf. bha: be pleasing; be 
approved, acceptable. 
298. ^y^ bha;p Nm steam, vapour 
299. M bha:t Nm cooked rice 
300. bha:t Nm hereditary-
panegyrist; bard 













bha : r 








weight, load, burden 
Nm furnace; fire place 
for parching grain 
306. V bha:r V ruin, spoil(a game) 
307. (lS9)(^- bhi: Adj V-shaped 
308. if. bhi: Part also, too, even 
309. J^. bhi:k Nf begging, alms 
310. bhi: g 
(cf. bhi;n) 
be wet, damp, moist 
(cf. bhitg) 
V be wet, damp, moist 
312. 
*4 bhi jr Nf crowd 
/6i-
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
313. C^. bhu:t 
Form 
Classes Gloss 








3 2 1 . 
322 . 


















bhu ; l 
bhu : l 
bheid 
bhe : j 
bhe;s 
bhe : r 
• 




















roast, fry, parch 
hunger 
bark 










fear, alarm, terror, 
dread 
buffalo(female) 
327. fui>>;^ 5^  bho:t 
(cf. o:t,bo:t) 
Nm vote 
328. g/j^ bho: j Nm feast 
/^3 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography En t r i e s 
329. ^J^) Jft bho:k 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
pierce, prick stab 
330. JW bhojg Nm fruition, food; 
enjoyment 
331. JW bho:g V experience, suffer, 
undergo 
332. 
.A bho;r Nf break of day, dawn 
I *•/-.)> 333. 05^\J^*M bha:r Nm earthen pot or 
vessel 
334. I/. bhu:j 
(cf. bhu:n) 
V roast, fry, parch 
335. t^. bhe:t Nm contact, meeting present 






3 4 1 . 
342 . 




















N measure of weight 




S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 












cover(as a book 
etc. with paper, 
leather) 
348. (Jlx)^,^ ma:ph (cf. ma:f) 
Adj pardoned, forgiven 
349. o\. raa:t Nf defea t 



































den(of a wild beast] 
respect, regard 
large earthen 
vessel or jar 
rub, clean, polish 
rub, clean, polish 





No. Orthography Entries 
359. jt'U ma:n 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
V want, demand, 








































be put out/ 
extinguished 
369. & mil 
(cfo mi:l) 
V be met with, found; 
be mixedj mingled; 
meet 
370. i(>f' mi:m Nm thirty-first letter of the Urdu alphabet 






m i : t 
• 








shut or close 
(the eyes) 
)U 
S e r i a l Urdu 







i n i : l 
m i : l 
(cf . mi l ) 







be met with, found; 
be mixed, mingled*meet, 
Mir, a title assumed 

























































be shaved; be cheated 




shave the head of; 
cheat. 







S e r i a l Urdu 




























4 0 1 . 
402 . 
4 0 3 . 
404 , 



































rub, clean/ polish 
mile 
filth, dirt 
rx±), clean, polish 
wax 
fat, bulky-












S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
406. c^y^^ mUh 
(cf. mu:h# mu:) 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
Nm mouth, face 
407. (ii/)^ 
(cf. mu:h, mUh) 
Nm mouth, face 




(cf. mUh, mu:) 
me: 
Nm mouth, face 
Postp. in 
411. tap be heated; burn with 
pain 
412. C/ tan Nm body 
413. J tak Postp. to, upto, till 
414. .e" tan Adj narrow; troubled, 
sick (at heart)« 





Nf layer, fold 
fry; be fried 









t a : p 





















look, glance, stare, 
look-out 
424. J'^  ta:k V look, glare, stare, 
look-out 
4 2 5 . 
4 2 6 . 
4 2 7 . 
4 2 8 . 
/L-
J' 
l / f 
t a ; k h 
t a : g 






arch, niche, shelf 




429, 6^' ta:l Nm clapping, chime; 
musical instrument 
430. 
4 3 1 , 
432 . 






t a : r 
t a : r 
• 
t i l 
t i ; n 








sesame seed; mole 
three 
festival held on the 
third day of the lunar 
fortnight of the fourth 











S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 





4 3 9 . 
440 . 
4 4 1 . 
442 . 
4 4 3 . 
444 . 






































be drawn up in array 
you(rude) 
mulberry 
fourth letter of the 
Urdu alphabet 
Pron. you(rude) 





449. ^^):i to: Nm twenty-second letter 











S e r i a l Urdu 
















4 5 5 . 
4 5 6 . 
4 5 7 . 
4 5 8 . 
4 5 9 . 














































manner, mode, way 
thread, fibre, loom 
Pron you(rude) 
stem of a tree 




be tired, wearied 
was 
pat cow-dung into 
(for fuel) 
/7i-
S e r i a l Urdu 


















t ha :n 
^\^ t ha :k 
(jlii t ha : l 
J'ji thu:k 
j'/i thu :k 
^^ t h u : r 
u^ thop 
' (cf. tho;p) 
V ^ thosp 
(cf. thop) 
J? thosk 
«^ > d a b 












s u p p o r t / c l u t c h 
m a t e r i a l i n y a r d a g e 





pat/ tap/ plaster; 
impose 
pat/ tap/ plaster; 
impose 
mass/ heap; total sum 
less* deficient 

























S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entrieg. 
484. ii^> ){/> das 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
Nm loose stool 
485. ur> das Adj ten 
486. 
' ^ (cf. bah) 
V float 
487. Ji dar grind coarsely, split 
488. da;b V press down, suppress, 
squeeze 
489. r- daim 
490. \,0h)0\> da:t 
Nm 
Nm 















mark by burning with 














d a : l 
d a : l 
din 
d l l 








eleventh letter of 






S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries. 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
500, ^J di jn Nm faith, religion 
501. ^> dUm 
(cf, do:ni) 
Nf tail 
502. w, dUt 
(cf, dUr, dhat) 
Interj away I 
503, /> dUkh Nm pain, misery, 
distress 
504. dUkh V ache/ pain 
505. CA dUs V find fault with; 
blame, accuse 
506. J> dUr 
(cf. dUt, dhat) 
Interj awayl 
5 0 7 , 
5 0 8 . 
5 0 9 . 
5 1 0 . 
5 1 1 . 
5 1 2 . 








d u : 
d u j b 
du :d ] 
du: j 
du:h 
du : r 














ear-ring having a 
single pearl(worn 
in consequence of a 
vow), 
/7f 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 













































523. fP^ do:m Nm second(mamber) 
524. Ct/j>;</^ ^ do:s Nm blame, fault, defect 
5 2 5 . ( 
5 2 6 . 
5 2 7 . 





(cf. do : s t ) 











run, go quickly, 
gallop, rush 
/76 
S e r i a l Urdu 






5 3 2 . 
5 3 3 . 
5 3 4 . 









£ dUa: r 
dhain 
d h a t 


























d h a : n 
dha ;k 
d h a : n 
(cf . dh^ ;g) 














door , g a t e 
thud; loud noise 
Interj away I 
wealth, property 




put, place, lay 
body 








S e r i a l Urdu 
NOo Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
544. /U^ dhasr Nf water current 























553. iiyf>)W^^ dhaus 
V 
Adj 























^j / ^ ^ dhya:n 
uilp: dhafxg _ 
(cf. dha:n) 

































stone of a ring 
vein 










5 6 6 . 
5 6 7 . 
5 6 8 . 
5 6 9 . 











571 • (B9>^)^^ na:th 











572. na:d Nm large, open-mouthed, 
baked, clay trough 
573. 
5 7 4 . 







575. {l^tV^l- na:t Adj short 
m 
Serial Urdu 
No, Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 










































be carried on; be 
managed 
585. {J>)i^ ni:b Nf nib 
586, CJ^ 








588. G' ni:c Adj situated in a low 
position; low, mean 
589. Jtf ni: 1 
(cf. l i : l ) 
Nf dark blue color 
590. r- ni:m Nm neem tree 
I&o 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No^ Orthography E n t r i e s 
5 9 1 . f<J)cJ? 
592. ( l / ^ X ^ 
nUk 













Nm light, brilliance 
Part negative particle 
used at the end of 
the sentence 
595. ^ * ne ik Adj good, virtuous 
596. ne :g Nm customary presents 
at marriage and on 
other festive 
occasions made to 
relatives and depen-
dants 











(cf . n a : ) 
n o ; 
(c f . nau) 
no :k 
(cf . no:kh) 
no :kh 
( c f , no:J;) 
nau 








Nf point, tip, end 
point, tip, end 
nine 
Nf barber woman 
/ ^ / 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 





604. ( t / ; j y nu: Nm thirty-second letter 




























611. J tal 
V 
V 
salt; leafy vegetable 
sound of dropping 
tub 
sound(of a bell) 
be hung; be suspended 
be hung; be suspended 
pass over/ pass off 
612. V ^ taip Nf tramp(of a horse) 










fasten, tie, stitch 
616. c^r ta:n Nf leg 
617. Ji tain hang up, suspend 
J8"2^ 
S e r i a l Urdu 































t i : p 
• 
t i i n 
(cf. t i n ) 
t i : s 
• 





























roller for wrapping 
gold or silver lace 
(brocade) 
snuff or flame(of a 
candle or lamp) 
fifth letter of the 
Urdu alphabet 
prop, support 































t a i r 
• 
t o ; 
(cf. to :h) 
t o : 
• 




t o :p 
• 













645, Cc}W)i^i taxin 


















a kind of ear-ring 
hat 
long stitch, tack 
baste, tack 










No, Orthography Entries 
647, Jl' ta:k 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
fasten, tie, stitch 
648, J' than V be fixed(in the mind); 
be resolved 
649, Cjr^>i*jf that V stand/ endure, last 
650. jd^ thak N sound of knocking or 
hammering 
651, dCu thag Nm robber, cheat 
652, thag V cheat, deceive 
653. dl^ thain set the heart upon; fix, settle, resolve 
654, <'ili)4^ j^  tha:t Nm frame of a roof(on 
which the thatch is 
laid) 
656. 




















t h u : s 
t h e : p 
t h e : t 
(cf. t h e ; t h ) 
Nm 
Adj 
thrust in, press down 
stopper, plug, cork 
pure/ real, true 
• . o 
/^r 
S e r i a l Urdu 





































































form added to nouns 
denoting number 
make firm, drive in; 
strike 
firm, hard, solid 
lip 
bite, sting 
be thrown; be placed, 
put 
fear 
fear; be afraid, 
frightened 
green cocoanut 
scold, chide, rebuke 
18 {, 
S e r i a l Urdu 















jealousy, envy, malice, 
spite 
twelfth letter of the 
Urdu alphabet 
branch 
678. J^'> da:l V put, throw, lay 
679. 
680 . 













boasting, boast, brag 
sink; be drowned 
step 
683. desrh Adj one and a half 










sway from side to 





jiy d o : r 
• 
d a : t 
• • 
(cf. 
d a : t h 
Nf 
V 
thread, twine, string 
scold, chide, rebuke 
. . 
Nf pedicle, stalk, stem; 
knot in a stalk 
;<?? 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No« Orthography Entries 
690. <J^> dhak 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
V cover / concea l 





d h a l 
Nm mode, manner/ way, 
s t y l e 
be moulded; fade 






Jl^i dha; 1 
(c f . d h a : r ) 





'(cf. d h a i l ) 
• 
d h i : l 
• 











699. tJ^9 dhUk V go in, enter 
700. 
7 0 1 . 
702 . 
J:^S d h u s l 
• 









insist on, persist 
heap/ pile, stack 
bear, carry/ transport 
deceit/ fraud, trick/ 
hypOcricy 
/ss 
S e r i a l Urdu 











































c a : t 
• 
ca ;h 





























wish, desire, love 
tea 
wish, desire, love 
movement, walk; 
move; plan, scheme 
1^9 
S e r i a l Urdu 
NO; Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
720. Jtif ca:l V cause to pass through 
a sieve; shake 
7 2 1 . 
722 . 










c a : r 
c i t 
c i t 
• 
c l j 
(cf. 
c i r 
• (cf. 
c i rh 
(cf. 
c i : j ) 
cI rh) 
• 








lying flat(on the 
back) 






727. iiJ>y)uJ^ ci:p V 
(cf, ca:p, cS:t) 
press, crush 
728. (v^X^J*r£ cilb V chew, bite 
729. ^ ci:n Nm China 
730. 
. ^ 
ci:nh know, recognize, 
distinguish, identify 
731. 
rX ci: j (cf. clj) 
Nf thing, article 
732. (Jp)Jjr ci:k Nm mutton-butcher 
733. ^ ci:k Nf a kind of necklace 
/?« 
Serial Urdu 
NOj; Orthography Entries 
734. ^ ^ ^ > ^ 
736. dr. 
ciikh 









































cut open; tear, slit, 
quiet, silent 
be pricked, pierced 
gather, pick, choose, 
select 































Ser i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
750. <J^ cu:k 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
V commit an error; 
mistake/ blunder 
751. Uf^^ cu:s V suck, drink in 
752. ^ ^ cu:l Nm hair 
753. ^iL cu:r Nm powder, sawdust, 
small piece 
754. A 'Z cu:r V reduce to powder, 
reduce to pieces, 
crush. 
7 5 5 . jjgr c e k 
"' (cf. ce:k) 
V check 

















760. *:*? cait Nm twelfth month of the 
Hindu calendar 











19 t . 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
764. ^^^>g^^ co;c Nf beak 
765. >^ co:r Nm thief, burglar 
766. cau Nm beak, tooth 
767. ^7. cauk Nm eentral, thoroughfare 
of a city; square 















c a : p 
c g : t 
(cf . c a : p . 
c a : d 
(cf . c a : n ) 
chap 









be printed, published 
ceiling, roof 
thick bracelet 
775. LP€)iijf chat Nm uname of a Hindu 
festival(the sixth 
day of the lunar 
fortnight) 








be tricked, deceived 
shaft, rod 
/n 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
779. i^ cha: V roof/ spread, cover 
780. chaip Nf impression, mark 
781. o(^ cha:p V print, publish 
782. e/LC chajn V strain, filter; 
investigate, explore 
783. <<>ii)oLi cha:t V pick out; trim, 
cut down 
784. (^J^)^y^ cha:c 
(cf, chaich) 
Nm buttermilk 
785. i € ^ cha:ch (cf. chare) 
Nm buttermilk 
786. cha;l Nf skin, bark 
7 8 7 . 
7 8 8 . 
7 8 9 . 
7 9 0 . 
7 9 1 . 
7 9 2 . 
7 9 3 . 











c h l l 
c h i : 
c h i ; 
ch i :n 
c h i : t 
• 







be hidden; hide, set 
be snatched, wrenched 
be peeled, scratched 
Interj faugh I 











796, (Jiliyj!^ chi:k 
797. ^ chi:l 
V sneeze 
peel, scratch 
798. «-tfl?' chUp 
' ' (cf. chip) 





V be set free, left; 
slip 
800. yf chu: touch, feel 




















be set free, left; 
slip 
six 
805. (:^)\^^^ che:b V pierce to extract 
juice from palm-tree 
806. ^<A che :d Nm hole/ opening 
807. 
-<>? che:d 
808. (J^)iJ^ cherk 
V 
V 




S e r i a l Urdu 




V disturb/ tease, 
provoke 
810. (^:i)t^ cho:t 




border, edge, side, 
tip 
812. tA cho:r V let gO/ set free, 
release, spare, leave 
813. (•4r^:i chau 
(cf, che;) 
Adj six 
814. id^J[)iJ':^ chauk V throw in seasoning; 
season 
815. (UfUfffOijf-. chai Nm shade, shadow 
816. A.^ jab Conj when, since 
817. ^ jam V become firm, fixed, frozen 
818. ce J an V bear (a child); givo birth, deliver 
8 1 9 . 
8 2 0 . 
8 2 1 . 
8 2 2 . 






j a c 
j a j 
j a g 
j a g 










be awake; awake, 
wake-up 
nc 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography E n t r i e s 




825. 0^ jal burn; be burnt, 
kindled 
8 2 6 . 
8 2 7 . 
8 2 8 . 
82.9. 
8 3 0 . 
8 3 1 . 
8 3 2 . 
8 3 3 . 
8 3 4 . 
8 3 5 . 
8 3 6 . 












j a r 
j a r 
j a r 
• 
j a r 
• 
j a : 
j a : m 
j a : m 
j a i t 
j a : d 
j a : n 
j a : n 


























^38. (i^yt^lcr J ^ - ^ Nf checking, testing, 
examination 
839. 
^y ja:c V check, test, examine 
/97 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 





841. jaig V be awake; awake, 
wake up 
842. C>i0y ja:l N thirteenth letter of 
the Urdu alphabet 
8 4 3 . 
8 4 5 . 
846. 
8 4 7 . 






j a : l 
j a : r 
j i d 
J I n 
j I n 
j l s 







n e t 
c o l d 
o b s t i n a c y 
Pron who, whose, whom 
jmn 
which 
skin; binding(of a 
book) 
850. (S, Ji: Part form of address; yes (as honourific part-









heart, mind, soul 
live; be alive 
853. c ^ 









S e r i a l Urdu 
NOj Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
855. < : ji:bh 
(cf, ji;b) 
Nf tongue 
856. i&)ff. Ji:m Nm seventh letter of 
the Urdu alphabet 
857. iZJ^ ji:t Nf victory, conquest, 
success 
858. C<A j i : t V win, conquer 
859. Ccr j u t V be ploughed, yoked 
as an ox to plough^^* 
engaged in 










j u : t Nm 
be jo ined , at tached 
ga ther , crowd 
twis ted or matted 
h a i r of an a s c e t i c 
864. Lr7 ju:s Nm juxce 
865. ( y ; ^ je: Nm sixteenth letter of 
the Urdu alphabet 
866. (/^  £^ je: 
(cf. jo:) 
Pron who, which 
867. K.U^ je:b Nf pocket 



























the vowel marker 
for I 
as many as 
legimate, legal 
old 
twenty-third l e t t e r 









J O : 
(cf. je ; ) 
j o : t 
jo:k 
jo:g 
Pron who, which 









j o : r 
j o : r 


















join, unite, connect 
barley 
Pron who, which 
2^ox) 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
885. A ja:gh Nm thigh 
886. ,U jhat N quickness/ speed 
887. Jiff jhak Nf foo l i sh t a l k i n g ; 
non-sense 
8 8 8 . 
8 8 9 . 
8 9 0 . 
8 9 1 . 
8 9 2 . 
8 9 3 . 
8 9 4 . 
8 9 5 . 
8 9 6 . 









j h a k 
j h a r 
• 
j h a : p 
( c f . j h a : p ) 
j h a : g 
j h a : s 
j h a : l 
j h a j r 
• 














rave/ rail/ lament 
drop/ fall; be shed 
cover, hide, conceal 
foam_p froth 
pungency(as of onion, 
pepper etc.) 
kind of ear-ring 
bush/ shrub 
clean, sweep, brush 
multitude; crowd/ herd 
be bent down; bend, 
lean, incline 
898. fA jhu:m V shake, roll; sway to 
and fro 
899. cipjcifil^ Jhu;t Nm l i e , falsehood 
io/ 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
900. i^.V^^. jhu:j V fight/ struggle 







C u / / ) c / / 
(j»f;J/ 
• 
j h o : k 
j h o : k 
j h o : l 
j h S : p 
j h S : p 







throw; set fire to 
web; spider's web 
frame of bamboo 
covered with matting 
cover/ hide/ conceal 





9 1 1 . 
912. 








j h a ; k 
jhg.-k 










peep , look 
when 
l e s s , r a r e 
c a t e c h u 
Nm height 
















916. ^ ) i / 









































draw tight, tighten 
say, speak, utter 
machine; hand-pump 
tomorrow, yesterday 
wound causedly lying 
on one side 
having done 
do; make; perform 
be drav/n, embroidered 
what 
928. k a : Postp of; belonging to 
Zo3 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
929, C*-^ *''':^ ^ kasp 















cut/ cleavage, bite 
934. l^ ka:t cut, bite 
935. ka:th 
936. i>j^)^)^ ka:d 
937. {ii^'>^^ ka:c 
























of the Urdu alphabet 
942. (J>oi^ ka;f Nm twenty-e'ight letter 
of the Urdu alphabet 
943. J^ ka:l Nm bad or inauspicious 
time 
944. /K' ka:r Nf car 
z 0^ 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
945. / ka:r Nm silken cord worn 


































Pron whom, who 
bury, purchase 







nail/ peg; nose-pin 
confinement 
jump, leap, spring 
few 
first word of some 
















whole, total, all 
be vexed, annoyed 
disgusted 
jump, leap, spring 
959. i/ ku:t Nm pasteboard 
2_^> 
Serial Urdu 











9 7 1 . 
972 . 






k u : t 
ke i 
(cf , k a r ) 
k e : 
(cf . ko :n / ko : ) 
k e : k 
k e : s 
k a i 





^ y " 
/ "JJMS 'J 
kaim 
kaimp 
k a i t h 
k a i d 
koc 
( c f . k o : c ) 
k o : 
k o : 
(cf . k o : n , k e : ) 
ko :n 

































Ser i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
975. ^ / k o i t Nm coat 





/ / ko;kh 
V 
Nf 
thrust (in)/ drive 













unit of distance; 
equal to about two 
miles 
curse, abuse 
small piece: split 







































No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 








994. (vl^ t^-'t 
995. >!«/ 











































vessel for grinding 
drugs etc. 





master, lord; title 
bestowed on Muslim 
nobles 
cot 








S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Or thography E n t r i e s 






k h i : c 
k h i : j 
k h i : j 
k h i : s 


























1018. k h e : p 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
,V draw, drag, pull 
Nf anger, ^ eexation, 
irritation 
V become angry, vexed 
irritated 
Nf grimace 
Nf dish made of rice 
and milk 
Pron self, oneself 
Nf pivot, peg 
Adj happy, glad, content, 
cheerful 
V open 
Nm cloven hoof(of a 
horse, cow 
Adj splendid, pleasingj 
good 
Nm blood 
Nf pivot, peg 
N tenth letter of the 
Urdu alphabet 















k h e : t 
k h e : l 































k h o : 
(cf , kho:h 
kho :d 
k h o : t 
• 
kho : j 
kho : j 
kho :h 
(cf . khoj) 
k h o j l 













deceit, fraud, defect 
search, inquiry 










No. Orthography Entries 
1034. i^>f gam 
Form 
Classes Gloss 

































































be cooked or boiled 























jv ga: r 
u/ gin 
/ 
tf. . / 
gir 
gidh 
























(cf. gi:dh, gIdh) 
gi:dh 




























mash with the hand 
lost, missing 
human excrement 
ball of prepared 
charcoal 
raw sugar, molasses 
hioman excrement 
thread, plait, braid 
^I> 
S e r i a l Urdu 































(cf. gojt, go:d) 
go:t 
(cf. got, go:d) 
go:d 
go:d 





















of the Urdu alphabet 








1077. go:nd Nm gum 
^i3 
Serial Urdu 
NOj Orthography Entries 
1078. M^li 
1081. J / 
go:t 
1079. i^d>iw go;s 
(cf. gozst) 













1082. if go;r Nm foot 

















(cf, gurth, gu:dh) 
gu:dh 







mash with the hand 
plait/ braid knead 






















S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
1 0 9 3 . 
1 0 9 6 . 
1 0 9 7 . 
1106, 




1094. (_ljf)^^ gha:t 



















































draw, pull, drag 
dark 
weevil 
be gounded, suffocated 
be thrust; enter 
forcibly 
be dissolved, melt 
go round, return 
^ ' ^ 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography En t r i e s 
1108. J ghu:rn 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
turn, whirl, spin 
revolve. 
1 1 0 9 , 
1 1 1 0 . 
1 1 1 1 . 
1 1 1 2 , 
1 1 1 3 . 
1 1 1 4 . 
1 1 1 5 , 
1 1 1 6 . 
1 1 1 7 . 
1 1 1 8 . 
1 1 1 9 . 
1 1 2 0 , 
1 1 2 1 , 



















ghe ; r 








g h o : l 
g h o : l 
g h a u d 
f i ; 
















pierce, prick, stab 
gulp 
gulp 
press, squeeze, choke 






Prep each; per 
Adj all 
x^lG 
Ser i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 




























be able to; can 
1131. J> san Postp alongwith, together 
with 















(cf. sa:ph, sa:f) 
sa:ph Adj 
(cf. sa:f# sa:p) 
pure, clean, clear 
pure, clean, clear 
1137. t>sr\y L(i»( sa:m Nf evening 
%i7 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
1138. sast Adj seven 
1139. (i^^)C/^ sa jt 
(cf. sa:th) 
Postp with, along -with; 
together 
1140. /^' sa:th (cf, sa:t) 
Postp with/ along with; 
together 
1141. cc/^^^ sa:d N twentieth letter of 
the Urdu alphabet 














1146, ()i')^^ sa:j 






1148. J<^ sa;g Nm leafy vegetable 
1150. (/i> 
saIf Adj 
(cf, sa;ph, sa:p) 
sa:s Nm 













NO; Orthography Entries 











1156. Lh sll Nf flat stone on which 
spices are ground with 
a muller 




























1163. CU^)U^ si:n N eighteenth letter of 
the Urdu alphabet 
1164. (J^)U^ si:n N nineteenth letter of 
the Urdu alphabet 
1165. «i*jr' si:t Nf seat 
1166. ^,- si:jh V become soft(by 
boiling); boil,seethe 
^ / ^ 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
1167. i'c<'-)Jif silk 
(cf, si:kh) 
Nf skewer 
1168, C ^ ) ^ siikh 
(cf, si:k) 
Nf skewer 
1169. J^ si:kh Nf lesson, instruction 
1170. J^ sirkh V learn 
1171. J- si;n Nf horn 
1172. df si:l 
(cf. si:r) 
V become damp; moist 
1173. rj:-^^ si:r 
(cf. si:l) 











be asleep; sleep 
1176. PJ^ sUdh Nf consciousness, 
knowledge 
1177. ^ sUn Nm senseless, numb 
1178, tr 
•-St 
sun V hear, listen 
11'79. ^^y)^ sUjh 
(cf, sujjh) 
become visible, be 
seen 
1180, > sUkh Nm happiness, comfort^ 
solace 
JZ>0 
S e r i a l Urdu 













smell/ sniff; inhale 
lazy, slow, dull 
1184. sUst 
(cf. sUs) 
Adj lazy, slow, dull 
1185. /^ sUr Nm lost in one's 
thoughts 
1186. ^^ su:p Nm winnowing basket 



































































1198. C.i')^ se: N sixth letter of the 
Urdu alphabet 
1199. se: Postp from 
1200. se: 
(cf. soi) 
Pron thus; that(person 
or thing) 
1201. sex V sit on(eggs); hatch 
1202. i-**^ se:b Nm apple 
1203. < sexm Nm kidney-bean 
1204. (tfu^tr'^fc^  se:n Nf 
(cf. ;^j<ah,se:nd) 
hole made in the wall 
by thieves or burglars 
1205. f<PjCs^>^ sejnd Nf 
(cf. ^:dh, sein) 
hole made in the wall 



















decorated bed; couch 
warm, heat 
venerable person; one 
of the four classes 




No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
1210. CLh^)Lr/ se :s Adj remaining, residue 
1211. /^ se:r Nm measure of weight equivalent to a 
kilogram; seer 
1212, (I\j»Ci^ salt Adv perhapS/ possible 
1213. (c:^;cc salt V set in order; arran-
ge preserve 
1214. i/^)/^- sair Nm poetry; verse, 
couplet 
1215. C/'L^ /^T' sair Nm poet 
1216. y^ sair Nf moving,about; stroll, walk; sightsee 
1217. so: 
(cf. se:) 
Pron thus; that(person or 
thing) 
1218. so: sleep, lie down 
1219. (t>/V;^^ so:ph 
(cf, so:f, sauf, 
sSuph) 
Nf aniseed 
1220. (M^)\^ so:m Nm Monday 
1221. C/^ *^ ;ti'< so:t Nf dry ginger 
1222. i>y so:th V gather, collect, 
accumulate 





















































































^ - ^ - ^ 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
1238, ( 
1239. 

































smell, sniff; inhale 
1245. se :dh 
(cf. sejnd, se:n) 
Nf hole made in the wall 























































































laugh; be merry 
solution 
plough 






- 2 . ^ 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
1268. hasr Nf defeat/ loss 
1269. ^'i ha:r Nm necklace 
1270. A ha:r lose; be defeated 
1271. X>t hind Nm India 
1272. (ifi!^'>P hlfj 















































virgin of Paradise 
ninth letter of the 
Urdu alphabet 
1283. Ci^y^ he: N thirty-fourth letter 
of the Urdu alphabet 
2-2-> 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
1284. r-' he:m Nm hem 
1285, ciiS he:l enter 


















































puff and blow; pant, 
breathe hard 
Interj yes 
V drive, boast 
Adv only, merely 
Pron he, she, it 
1298. l^? wa:h Interj well donei bravo! 
1299. uJ lab Nm lip 
7^:2^^ 
Serial Urdu 










creeper , t e n d r i l 
1302. CJ lat Nf bad habbit, vice 












curl, lock of hair 
blockhead; contentious 
be attached; seem, 
appear 
1307. ^ lah V get on well; prosper, flourish 
1308. ^y lar Nf the thicker, larger 
part of the entrails 
1309. 'y lar 
1310. C^Z)tl la: 
fight, quarrel, 
struggle 
Postp for, to 
1311. la: bring 
1312. H))fli la:m N thirtieth letter of 
the Urdu alphabet 
1313. cvD la:t Nf kick 
1314. )if la:d Nf bov/el, entrail 
'•^%Cj 
Serial Urdu 









































(of, l a :gh) 
l a : s 
lash 
l a : l 
l a j r 
(cf. r a : r ) 
l l kh 



























colorwash with yellow 
soil mixed with 
cow-dung; plaster 
dung (of horses, mules, 
asses and elephants) 
the egg of a louse; 
nit 
dark blue color 
0.10 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
1 3 3 0 . itJ l U t 
Form 
Classes Gloss 



















































hide, conceal oneself 







lie down; rest 





















No^ ;; Orthography Entries 























































































^ ? > : > -
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
1363. 5^ > rac V be stained/ dyed; 
be penetrated; stain, 
color 
























1369. t/y ras Nm juice 
1370. OJ rah V remain, stay; be left 
1371. {[j) ra: Adj remained 
1372. (O^J) (/ ra; 
(cf. raxh) 
Nf road, way, path 
1373. o/y ra:t Nf night 
1374. C/^-/ ra:n Nf thigh 
1375. 
/ > ra:ch Nm toothed instrument used in weaving 
1376. Z^l V ra: j Nm reign, rule 
1377. 0^j)b^J ^^*J Nm secret, mystery 
-x-^^l 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
1 3 7 8 . 
1 3 7 9 . 
/i > ra :kh 








«/^ ra:s Nm flame rising from 
the earthen lamp 
1381. t/^ ra:s N suitability; right-
fulness 
1382. Jj raih 
(of, ra:) 


















(cf, r i :m) 
r i n _ 
(cf. r i : n ) 








1388. OLJ ri:t Nf general course; 
custom/ practice 
1389. / . 
*••• 
ri: jh V be rejoiced; incline 
(toward) 
1390. LJ'^)J< ri:n (cf. rIn) Nf 
ear-ring 




No.- Orthography Entries 




Nf back-hone, spine 
1393. rijrh 
(cf. riir) 









































fourteenth letter of 
the Urdu alphabet 
1404, 
^ y re: Part oh I 0 dear! Good 
gracious 
1405. *5^ > re;t Nf sand 
1406. 
^ J re:t Nm rate 
^ 1 > ! > 
S e r i a l Urdu 
NOj Orthography E n t r i e s 
1407. i^  re:gh 
Form 
Classes Gloss 
Nm palm lines; vein; 
























































Nm; Adv day; daily 
Nf stop; restriction, 
obstruction 
1419. ^ V ro:k stop, check, pro-
hibit, obstruct^ 
interrupt 
1420. J>j ro:g Nm sickness, illness, disease 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Entries 
1421. (jyi/^y^J raud 
1422. A$0)C/V raun 
1423. (fiiJ)^^'' raun 
(cf. raund) 
1424, J^9J raund 
(cf, raun) 
1425. c3. re:g 
(cf, re:n) 
1426, />iv^^ CJ)^J re: 
1427. ya:d 
1428. >t yazr 




Nm heat; sunshine 
Nm round 




V creep, crawl 
N fifteenth letter of 





N thirty-fifth letter 
of the Urdu alphabet 
